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About this report
This is the Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa’s second annual integrated report and
covers the period from 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015. In preparing this report, management considered
the International Integrated Reporting Framework, the King Report on Corporate Governance for
South Africa 2009 and the Companies Act (2008).
It was written under the guidance of the Corporation’s Audit and Risk Committee, which recommended
the report to the ECIC’s Board of Directors for approval on 25 June 2015. The Board has approved the
report and submitted it to the ECIC’s sole shareholder (the Government of South Africa represented
by the Department of Trade and Industry), as well as other entities, including the National Treasury, the
Auditor-General and Parliament.
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Foreword
by the Minister

South Africa, being one of Africa’s most
developed economies, is well positioned to
develop trade partnerships with its northern
neighbours. Collectively, Africa represents a
rich, largely untapped export market, especiallly
for services and goods linked to rolling out
infrastructure. The potential for win-win trade
agreements - wherein South Africa export skills
and goods, generating foreign income, while
the importing country benefits from stronger,
wider transport and energy networks - is vast.
Doing business on the African continent is not
without risk. Political volatility and uncertain
business practices might deter South African
exporters. But if we as a country are to thrive, we
need to ensure that our neighbours thrive too.
Regional economic development is cruicial for
South Africa’s (ECIC’s) insurance products aim
to mitigate the political and commercial risks
South African exporters face, enabling them to
to safely bid for projects on African soil.
By stimulating exports, the ECIC supports the
Department of Trade and Industry’s (the dti’s)
Industrial Policy Action Plan, which highlights
stimulating exports as a way to help realise the
National Development Plan’s goals of growing
the economy and creating local jobs. The ECIC
also supports the African Union’s vision for the
continent, as outlined in Agenda 2063, which
aims to “optimise the use of Africa’s resources
for the benefit of all Africans”.
6

The 5.5 billion (US$447 million) Cenpower project
in Ghana is just one concrete example of how
the ECIC contributed to the continent and South
Africa’s development during the year. In August
2014, a large South African contractor - backed by
insurance from the ECIC - was appointed to build
a combined cycle gas turbine in this West African
country. When finished, the turbine will be one
of Ghana’s most fuel-efficient thermal stations,
producing 10 percent of the country’s electricity
and supporting its economic expansion.
I would like to congratulate the ECIC, the
exporters that it supports and the financial
institutions with which it works for the successes
of 2014/15. I would also like to encourage all
parties to redouble their efforts in stimulating the
South African export industry. Much like it takes
an entire village to raise a child, it takes the efforts
of many to develop a continent. Your efforts will
help Africa rise in our time.

Rob Davies
Minister: Department of Trade and Industry
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Foreword
by the Chairperson

The ECIC – and indeed the South African
export market as a whole – is operating in an
increasingly competitive environment. Even
though we as a country are well positioned
to export our products and services to the
burgeoning African market, we face growing
competition from established international
exporters backed by foreign financiers and
insurers with deeper pockets than ours.
Despite this competition – and the fact that
the South African government’s trade-incentive
scheme, which the ECIC administers, is facing
funding challenges – our portfolio continued to
grow. During the year under review, we have
written a record level of insurance premiums
and prevented the foreclosure of a number of
struggling export projects within our portfolio,
working with financiers to restructure deals and
enable projects to continue.
None of this would have been realised without
the backing of our partners – the South
African exporters who strive to compete for
business on the international arena; the banks
and development finance institutions that
provide long-term debt financing for these
export projects; and the national government
departments that provide practical support and
insights into international markets and political
conditions.

existing relationships across the value chain while
pursuing new partnerships with emerging players
like the Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa
(BRICS) bloc. Entering into direct competition
with large international exporters is unlikely to
benefit South Africa or the host country; however,
a one-on-one partnership will enable us as a
country to upscale our exports while giving us
the opportunity to ensure that national content
requirements are met.
The revised content policy requires 70 percent
local content. The dispensation for African
projects is that South African exporters must
source at least 50 percent content from South
Africa and the balance of the content may
come from the host country and other African
countries.
I would like to thank the ECIC Board, executive
and staff for all their hard work during the year.
I would also like to thank the dti, the National
Treasury, the Financial Services Board and the
Department of International Relations and
Cooperation, our development finance partners
and the bankers with whom we work for their
valued support. Finally, my gratitude goes out to
our clients – the exporters of South Africa and the
banks and development finance institutions that
finance them. In the year ahead we will continue
to recalibrate our products and reposition ECIC
to play a crucial role in galvanising the exporters
and financiers under the South Africa Inc. banner.
We look forward to continue working with you
to position the country at the heart of Africa’s
growth.

As we enter into a new age of heightened
competition for mega-projects to build
infrastructure on the African continent, our
success will depend on our ability to nurture
Motshoanedi Lesejane
Chairman
7
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Chief Executive
Officer’s Report

The past year was a challenging one for the South African economy. Sluggish economic growth, a
downgrade of the country’s international credit status in the third quarter of the year by Standard and
Poor and inflation that according to the South African Reserve Bank averaged 6.1 percent for the year,
all contributed to a financial squeeze that was felt by every home, company and public entity in the
country.
The ECIC was no different; during the course of the year, it became clear that funding for the
government’s export incentive scheme – the Interest Make-up (IMU) fund (see box), which has in many
ways been one of our unique selling points – would not be sufficient to cover current IMU obligations.
A special appeal to the dti and the National Treasury secured additional IMU funding of R50 million a
year over the next three years.
The ECIC was faced with two difficult options: either continue approving policies that include an IMU
element without any certainty that these commitments would be met, or stop approving new IMU
commitments and accept the negative effects this would have on the Corporation’s new business
portfolio.
We chose the second option: stop making new IMU commitments and rethink the way we work
to mitigate the impact of this decision on our new business portfolio and South African exports. As
a result of this decision, the ECIC’s management and staff spent much of the year reviewing our
strategic direction, recalibrating our products to appeal more to the export market and financiers, and
finding ways to work to our strengths and establish partnerships – all while still working to meet our
performance targets for the year.
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What is the Interest Make-up scheme?
When a South African exporter approaches a local bank to help finance a large, capital-intensive
project (for example, building a hydroelectric power plant in Mozambique), the bank – which is unlikely
to have access to the US dollar funds required to finance a project of such a scale on its own – will
approach the international interbank and capital markets to raise the requisite US dollar financing.
The interest rate at which the local bank will be able to secure such a loan is affected by a range
of factors, including South Africa’s sovereign rating, which was downgraded to the lowest possible
investment grade – narrowly avoiding a non-investment “junk” rating – in the course of 2014/15. As
a result, local banks rarely, if ever, receive competitive interest rates. This affects their ability to offer
their clients economical interest rates, which ultimately jeopardises the exporter’s ability to present a
competitive bid to the foreign buyer.
To help local banks offer exporters competitively priced financing, the South African government
offers interest make-up payments to banks for export projects. This incentive – the Interest Make-up
scheme – helps support the country’s export industry and has been a strong driver for new business
since the ECIC opened its doors in 2001.
The ECIC is the administrator of the IMU scheme. The government, through the dti, disburses funds for
the scheme to the ECIC on an annual basis. The value of this funding fluctuates each year, depending
on the budget allocation that the dti has received from the National Treasury, which is informed by
the Interest Make-up budget presented by the Corporation. See page 39 for a discussion on the IMU’s
constraints in 2014/15.
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Performance during 2014/15

projects, resulting in some applications
being withdrawn and such transactions
being funded without ECIC support. Four
applications for projects in Mozambique,
Namibia, Zimbabwe and the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, which together
total R5.3 billion (US$437.4 million),
were also delayed due to prolonged
structuring of the projects. Some of
these projects remain in the pipeline for
the new financial year.

The ECIC was guided by the following six
strategic objectives during the year:
•

Objective 1: Facilitate export trade and
investments outside South Africa.

•

Objective 2: Build mutually beneficial
strategic alliances within the country,
the region and the world to advance
South Africa’s trade and economic
development objectives.

•

Objective 3: Raise the ECIC’s profile and
brand while building and maintaining
strong relationships with stakeholders.

•

Objective 4: Create a professional,
competitive and customer-focused
workplace that ensures an effective
and efficient service for our customers.

•

Objective 5: Foster greater awareness
of risk throughout the enterprise and
incorporate this into effective corporate
governance and risk-management
practices.

•

Objective
6:
Ensure
effective
stewardship by consistently applying
international best practice to the
business and social environment.

Each of these objectives was linked to several
indicators – each with set targets as agreed
with our sole shareholder, the Government
of South Africa represented by the dti – in the
annual performance plan.
We met or exceeded the annual performance
plan targets during the year under review, with
a few exceptions:
•

10

The
target
of
R5.3
billion
(US$432 million) for credit and
investment insurance applications
approved by the ECIC Board was not
met. This is partially due to the nonavailability of the IMU support for new

•

The target of 50 percent women in
management positions was not met,
largely due to stability at management
level and the limited number of
managerial positions available. The
Corporation reported 47 percent women
in management positions.

•

The target of paying 100 percent of
suppliers within 30 days, as required
by the Public Finance Management
Act (PFMA) (1999, as amended) was
not met. Instead, the ECIC reported that
94.6 percent of supplier invoices were
paid within the allotted time. This was
the result of an operational issue that
is being addressed by implementing an
enterprise resource planning system
to streamline resource management,
including the payment of suppliers.

Performance on the remaining indicators –
especially those reflecting our financial health
– was exemplary during the year. Generally,
there is a time lag between the Board approval
of transactions and the conclusion of policy
negotiations and the fulfilment of conditions
precedent for the attainment of financial
close. Despite the Board approval target for
new applications not being met, the target
for the finalization and signing of export credit
and investment policies was exceeded by
R1.4 billion (US$115 million), posting R7.7 billion
(US$633 million) against a target of R6.3 billion
(US$518 million). The R7.9 billion (US$655 million)
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target for the value of loans disbursed by financial institutions on projects insured by the ECIC was
exceeded by R3.2 billion (US$265 million), with R11.2 billion (US$920 million) in loans being disbursed.
Our performance in these and other indicators in the annual performance plan is detailed in the
“Performance report for 2014/15” section.
Financial performance
The ECIC booked premiums of R1.8 billion during 2014/15, our highest premiums to date, representing
a 1269 percent increase from 2013/14. This increase is mostly the result of one policy, the Cenpower
project in Ghana, which generated about R1.4 billion. Premiums of this magnitude are an anomaly and
not expected in the next financial year.
As Table 1 indicates, earned premiums increased by 51 percent, to R380 million (2013/14: R252 million).
Our portfolio is diversifying both geographically and in terms of sector by diluting the concentration in
mining exposure to include energy and infrastructure projects.
Table 1: Summary of premiums, claims and underwriting profit, 2010/11–2014/15 (R 000)
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

1 788 350

130 642

718 047

199 864

388 410

(1 396 118)

175 199

(294 855)

58 883

(176 707)

Change in unexpired risks

(12 233)

(41 698)

(61 299)

129 875

(40 131)

Net insurance premium
revenue

379 999

264 143

361 893

388 622

171 572

Underwriting profit

366 649

360 448

380 010

353 310

164 036

23%

21%

17%

14%

51%

-–

–

11 206

10 839

51 750

277 102

243 750

297 814

221 611

201 109

Insurance premium revenue
Change in unearned premiums

Combined ratio
Claims paid

Investment income

The weighted investment return for the US dollar and Rand investment portfolios was 4.29 percent
(2013/14; 5.11 percent). Even though our rand-denominated assets are declining, we have recently
been given permission to invest US$310 million offshore in US dollar assets. These assets are managed
by two external fund managers under the close supervision of management and the Board’s Finance
and Investment Committee.
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Our income was balanced by operating costs of R88.4 million (2013/14: R72 million). Overall the
Corporation remains on a sustainable financial trajectory.
Our asset base and capital also grew during the financial year, as indicated in Table 2.
Table 2: Asset growth, 2010/11–2014/15 (R 000)
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

Assets
7 062

4 978

699

648

598

–

–

–

–

4 020

Financial assets through
profit and loss

2 582 549

4 993 017

2 180 082

2 023 888

1 529 942

Trade and other receivables

1 554 050

428 722

557 090

193 984

235 616

2 243

–

–

–

–

3 817 639

122 950

2 223 410

1 651 134

1 396 374

Equipment
Deferred tax

Intangible assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Current tax receivable

1 020

Total assets

7 964 563

5 549 667

4 961 281

3 869 654

3 166 550

Total equity

4 324 239

3 736 967

3 224 871

2 646 570

2 186 620

Solvency Assessment Management and committee changes
The Financial Services Board, our regulating body, issued a directive that will affect our committee
structure going forward. In preparation for the Insurance Law Amendment Bill being passed into
legislation, the Financial Services Board ordered insurers under its control to implement the second
pillar of the Solvency Assessment Management (SAM) Framework, which obliges us, among other
requirements, to ensure that we have in place a Risk Committee. As a result of this, the Audit and Risk
Committee will be separated into an Audit Committee and a stand-alone Risk Committee as of 1 April
2015.
In addition to this structural change, SAM requires that insurers use new methods for calculating
minimum capital requirements (Pillar I) and reporting on performance (Pillar III). In preparation for
the rollout of these pillars, we did a comprehensive parallel run on our capital calculations during the
year, which indicated that the ECIC will be required to hold more capital to meet its minimum capital
adequacy requirements, which is within the parameters of the Corporation’s existing equity capital.

Looking to the future
The IMU funding crisis prompted the ECIC to look beyond our short-term performance targets to the
future of export insurance in South Africa and Africa as a whole. How could we grow and continue to
support South Africa’s export industry without placing too much reliance on the IMU? What were our
strategic advantages? And how could we capitalise on these?
In reviewing our strategic direction, we came to the following conclusions:

12
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•

•

We are uniquely placed to partner with
exporters to enable them to access
the African market. With more than
a decade of experience in insurance
on the African continent, we know
better than anyone how to approach
and structure a project’s financing for
the best chance of success. Our track
record attests to this: we have not paid
out claims in two years, not because
our projects have not faltered, but
because we have a developmental
attitude that enables us to work with
financiers and sponsors to restructure
projects so that work can continue
under new conditions.
We have an appetite for political risk
in Africa that many traditional insurers
do not share.

Cognisant of this, we are now taking a more
active approach in identifying possible projects
and partners based on our knowledge of Africa
and its needs rather than waiting for financiers
and exporters to seek us out. We have an
existing co-operation arrangement with Africa
Trade Insurace Agency (ATI) which we seek
to enhance. We are also pursuing a strategic
partnership with Afreximbank which would
expand the scope of available trade finance for
South African exporters.
These partners could include other developing
countries or our BRICS partners, especially
China, which is well geared to deliver
infrastructure and energy projects to growth
areas on the continent. We work closely with
the Department of International Relations and
Cooperation to identify possible projects and
partners that would support our requirement of
70 percent South African content (50 percent
for projects in Africa, provided the project
includes 20 percent content from another
African country).

exclusively, to include all entities requiring
insurance cover for performance bonds
issued for the export of goods or services
by a South African exporter.
•

Launched a media and communications
campaign to build the ECIC brand both
abroad and at home.

•

Refined our bursary scheme to focus
on skills that are relevant to the ECIC.

•

Introduced
internal
“business
appreciation workshops” to give our
staff members a holistic view of what the
Corporation does, the challenges it faces
and the opportunities open to it.

These and other activities aim to ensure that the
Corporation grows sustainably and in a way that
supports the government’s development goals.
Conclusion
The ECIC has emerged from a challenging year in
better form than ever. This would not have been
possible without the support of the chairperson
and the Board, the management team, the ECIC
staff and various suppliers – thank you all for your
tireless dedication, hard work and innovative
thinking.
I would also like to express my appreciation
to the National Treasury, the Department of
International Relations and Cooperation and the
dti, our shareholder, who have been incredibly
supportive during the year.
Finally, I would like to thank our development
partners – finance institutions, South African
exporters and fellow export credit agencies in the
Berne Union and the Prague Club. It is through
such strategic partnerships that the ECIC will
help the continent and the country realise its full
potential.

During the year we also:
•

Revamped our performance bond
insurance cover, which used to target
small and medium-sized enterprises

Kutoane Kutoane
Chief Executive Officer
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The first ECIC supported project in neighboring
Lesotho, the Liqhobong Mining project
ECIC provided political and commercial risk insurance for the ABSA Capital debt
facility fund of US$ 82.4 million to build and commission the main treatment plant
including the supporting infrastructure at the Liqhobong Diamond Mine, located
in the Lesotho Highlands. The project owned by Firestone Diamonds and the
government of Lesotho appointed DRA Minerals projects, South African engineering
company as the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) Management
company. The deal received the (Europe, Middle East, Africa) EMEA Project Finance
Award for the‘2014 Best Natural Resources Deal in Africa’.
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Key Trends

Capital

2011

2012

2013

2014

4 324 239

3 736 967

3 224 871

2 646 570

2 186 260

R’000

2015

Total Assets

2011

16

2012

2013

5 549 667

4 961 281

3 869 654

3 166 550

7 964 563

R’000

2014

2015
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Total Revenue

373 064
2011

662 968
487 667

660 678

642 131

R’

2012

2013

2014

2015

Insurance Portfolio

2011

11.0

10.6

17.4

19.3

23.3

R’bn

2012

2013

2014

2015
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ABOUT THE ECIC
Vision
To be leaders in the medium- and long-term export credit and investment insurance business,
focusing on project finance underwriting, customer needs, and prudent portfolio and risk
management.

Mandate
To facilitate and encourage South African export trade by underwriting export credit loans and
investments outside South Africa, which will help contractors win international capital goods and
services contracts.
The ECIC’s role in South Africa
The ECIC provides insurance that enables South African exporters to offer their services and products
on the international market, with a particular focus on emerging markets in Africa that are considered
too risky for conventional insurers. Its overarching goal – and its mandate from the South African government as its sole shareholder – is to make South African exporters attractive to international buyers
to attract foreign income, stimulate local economic growth and create local jobs.

Founded: 2 July 2001
Enabling act: Export Credit and Foreign Investments Insurance Act (1957, as amended)
Shareholder: Government of South Africa, represented by the dti
Head office: Centurion, Pretoria
Top 10 countries where the ECIC has exposure: Zambia (24.53%), Ghana (15.69%), Zimbabwe
(14.77%), Tanzania (11.59%), Mozambique (8.76%), Iran (8.02%), Liberia (4.53%), Sierra Leone (4.07%),
Angola (3.28%), the Democratic Republic of the Congo (1.66%)
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The ECIC’s various insurance products are
formulated to protect all parties involved in
cross-border projects, from the institutions that
provide financing to the foreign buyers to the
exporters themselves. It is not uncommon for
a single project to be linked to multiple ECIC
policies covering both commercial risk (the risk
that a buyer will not honour its contractually
agreed payments for whatever reason) and political risk (the risk that a project fails due to the
actions of the project’s host government).

•

Inputs refers to the financial, human
and reputational resources the ECIC
uses to provide insurance to South
African exporters working on long-term
projects in high-risk environments. It
also includes any partnerships into
which the Corporation may enter.

•

Operating environment refers to the
legislative and regulatory environment
within South Africa, as well as the
political and economic environments
of the areas where the ECIC carries
risk.

•

Outputs refers to the ECIC’s export
insurance products.

•

Outcomes refers to the consequences
of the ECIC’s outputs and other aspects
of its operations, such as corporate
social initiatives. These outcomes
include:

Strategic advantages
The Corporation has three strategic advantages
over traditional insurers and more conservative
export credit agencies:
•

It has substantial appetite for – and
experience with – providing cover for
political risk in Africa, which is regarded
as a politically volatile continent

•

It has the ability to underwrite large
projects that span a decade or more

•

It is the only way South African
exporters can access the IMU scheme,
a government mechanism that allows
local banks and other financiers to offer
buyers of South African export goods
and services financing for projects at
internationally competitive rates.

Due to financial constraints with the IMU, the
Corporation is increasingly focusing on the first
two advantages – its appetite for political risk
in Africa and its capacity for large, long-term
projects – to develop and grow its business.

Business model
The ECIC’s business model can be explained in
terms of the relationships between the ECIC’s
inputs, its operating environment, its outputs
and its outcomes:

o

Intended outcomes such as
the positive effects of export
insurance on South Africa’s
export market, the economy
and job creation, and the
benefits conveyed by its
corporate social initiatives.

o

Unintended outcomes such
as the effects of projects that
it supports on, for example,
the natural environment or
communities.

The relationship between these four factors
is one of dynamic, mutual influence. None of
these aspects can be considered in isolation
to the other aspects. For instance, legislative
changes that introduce new methods of
assessing solvency (changes in the operating
environment) have the potential to change
how the Corporation calculates its capital
reserves (inputs) which, by extension, affects its
ability to approve new policies (outputs), which
will affect the likelihood that South African
exporters will be contracted for international
projects (outcomes).
19
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To sustainably grow its portfolio, the ECIC constantly needs to develop its inputs, monitor and respond
to its operating environment, and track its outputs and outcomes to ensure that they remain within
desirable and acceptable levels.
Figure 1: ECIC’s business model
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The inputs are discussed at various points throughout this report.
The operating environment
The following factors are considered when developing the ECIC’s risk strategy and products:
•

Legislation and regulation

•

Non-binding guidelines

•

The political and economic environments in South Africa and target countries.

Legislation and regulation
The ECIC is a self-sustaining, limited liability company that is subject to normal income-tax policies
at corporate rates. It is a registered financial services provider (FSP 30656) and is regulated by the
Financial Services Board. It strives to follow best practice in its operations, policies and procedures.
The legislative framework that applies to corporate entities in South Africa also applies to the ECIC.
However, as a Schedule 3b entity under the PFMA, it is first and foremost subject to legislation
specifically applicable to state-owned entities.
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The ECIC is governed by the following key acts:
•

The Export Credit and Foreign
Investments Insurance Act (1957, as
amended), which is its founding act.

•

The
PFMA
which,
augmented
by Treasury regulations, ensures
transparency,
accountability
and
sound management of revenue,
expenditure, and assets and liabilities in
publicly owned entities. In accordance
with the PFMA, the Corporation has
in place a Materiality and Significance
Framework that is reviewed on an
annual basis. The information required
to be reported in the annual report in
terms of Section 55(2)(b) of the PFMA
is disclosed in the annual financial
statements.

•

•

The
Companies
Act
(2008),
which came into effect in 2011.
The
Corporation
maintains
all
the governance structures and
arrangements required by the act.
The Short Term Insurance Act (1998),
which is administered by the Financial
Services Board.

The ECIC ensures that it remains up to date on
emerging legislation, standards and regulations
that may materially affect its operations.
The ECIC received one request for information
in terms of the Promotion of Access to
Information Act (2000) during the year. The
information was granted to the requestor.

Non-binding guidelines
The ECIC is an active participant in the Berne
Union and Prague Club, an informationexchange network for new and maturing
insurers of export credit and investment. The
club follows a set of principles that are against
corruption and in favour of sustainability, sound
business practice, environmental responsibility,
transparency and cooperation.

The political and economic environments of
target economies
The ECIC has an internal research department
that uses its own methodology to assess
risk in a country. It also liaises closely with
the Department of International Relations
and Cooperation regarding the political
environment in countries where it carries – or
is planning to carry – risk, and tracks country
ratings from international credit agencies.

Outputs
Products for financial institutions
•

Financial credit insurance cover
provides political and commercial
risk cover to South African financial
institutions that have provided mediumto long-term commercial loans to
foreign enterprises and governments.

National content requirement
To qualify for ECIC cover, export projects must
have at least 70 percent national content (for
projects outside of Africa) or at least 50 percent
national content, supplemented by at most
20 percent content from the host African
country (for projects on African soil).
National content can refer to:
• The cost of materials and manufactured
goods
• Wages, salaries and other remuneration
• Freight charges
• Insurance premiums
• Finance charges
• Exporter fees and profits.
Additional conditions apply to each of these
categories. This condition is waived under
certain circumstances.
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•

Performance bond insurance cover
was revamped during the year under
review. Initially targeted exclusively at
small and medium-sized enterprises,
the new performance bond cover
option provides risk cover for
performance bonds issued for the
export of goods and/or services by
any South African exporter. Cover is
limited to 90 percent of the value of
the performance bond.

is still under construction. This is in line
with the dti’s Industrial Policy Action
Plan, which has identified the boatbuilding industry as a strategic, labourintensive industry.

Products for investors
•

Investment insurance cover provides
political risk insurance to South African
companies or individuals investing
equity or shareholder loans in foreign
entities.

•

Commercial
loan
investment
insurance cover protects against a
foreign borrower being unable to
make repayments on an undisputed
debt, even if this is due to insolvency.

Products for exporters
•

Exporter’s insurance cover covers
losses suffered by South African
exporters due to:
o

The buyer cancelling the
contract before the exporter
can deliver the goods or
services

o

Political events in the buyer’s
country preventing the delivery
of work or products for a
period of six months.

Guaranteed rates of exchange

•

Supplier credit insurance cover
covers losses suffered by South African
exporters who extend credit to foreign
buyers that the buyer does not repay
due to political or commercial risk
events.

•

Small and medium transactions cover
provides comprehensive political and
commercial risk cover for South African
exporters and financial institutions
engaging in transactions that are
US$20 million or below. Prospective
applicants must meet pre-approved
underwriting criteria. The objective
with this product being improving on
ECIC turnaround times.

•
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Insurance cover for boat builders
provides cover for working-capital
loans extended to boat builders as well
as insurance for payment guarantees
issued to the boat buyer while the boat

The South African Reserve Bank provides
guaranteed rates of exchange to local
contractors to compensate for unfavourable
fluctuations in exchange rates between the
US dollar and the South African rand that may
occur between the time goods or services
are ordered and when they are delivered.
An additional premium is charged on ECIC
products that require a guaranteed rate of
exchange.

Outcomes

Developmental outcomes
The government’s National Development Plan
promotes local procurement and industrial
growth as a way to stimulate jobs and ensure
economic growth for the benefit of all South
Africans. Projects that receive cover from
the ECIC often aim to develop regional or
continental industries or infrastructure.
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Market outcomes
As emerging markets strengthen and
competition heightens, the need for South
Africa to have an effective export credit
agency becomes more crucial. This outcome
underscores the importance of the ECIC as
a vehicle for the country’s export trade and
growth ambitions. The ECIC is therefore
constantly seeking to diversify its products
and enhance its business activities to ensure
the Corporation’s financial viability while
supporting economic growth.

•

The dti, which represents the
Government of South Africa as the sole
shareholder and is the principal that
makes IMU scheme payments.

•

The National Treasury, which ensures
that public entities abide by the PFMA.

•

The Department of International
Relations and Cooperation, given
that the ECIC’s business could affect
relations between South Africa and
other nations.

•

The South African Reserve Bank,
which administers guaranteed rates
of exchange and approves exchange
control.

•

Customers, which include exporters,
financial institutions and investors.

•

Suppliers and service providers such
as asset consultants, fund managers,
actuaries and external lawyers.

•

The Financial Services Board as the
regulator of the insurance industry and
financial service providers in South
Africa.

Social and natural-environment outcomes
Export credit agencies are sometimes criticised
for supporting projects that exploit the local
population and are destructive to the natural
environment. The ECIC adheres to international
Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development protocols and guidelines
regarding its social and environmental
responsibilities. It has also adopted the Equator
Principles, a risk-management framework
for determining, assessing and managing
environmental and social risks in projects
to support responsible decision-making.
The Credit Insurance Committee reviews
the possible environmental impact of all
applications before making a recommendation.

The ECIC indirectly also has a number of
international stakeholders, including:
•

The governments and authorities of
importing countries, which may be
contractually enlisted to help ensure
the success of a project.

•

Foreign buyers, who are responsible
for ensuring that projects succeed and
payment commitments are met.

•

International organisations that might
be involved with a project, for instance,
the World Bank or other export credit
agencies.

Industry-related outcomes
The ECIC strives to be a responsible corporate
citizen, providing the skills and financial
resources required to help develop the country,
with a particular focus on the industries in
which it operates.

Stakeholders
The ECIC’s relationships with its stakeholders
are of utmost importance to its success. Key
local stakeholders include:
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Corporate Structure and Governance
Figure 2: ECIC governance structures, 2014/15
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SA Boat builders supplies
patrol vessels to Nigeria
Nautic Africa Limited, a boat building company
based in Cape Town received an export credit
loan of US$ 16.1 from Nedbank Capital, which
was supported by ECIC with a 100% political
and commercial risk insurance. Nautic
Africa is supplying 2 Nautic self-propelled
35 multipurpose patrol and crew vessels to
Nigeria’s Zomay Marine Logistics Limited.
Zoomay will lease the vessels to various oil
companies in Nigeria for the maritime security
of off shore oil rigs. Some of the companies
to lease the vessels are global brands like
Exxon-Mobil and Chevron including the State
owned Nigerian Agip Oil Company (NAOC).
ECIC supported Zomay under the Small and
Medium Transaction (SMT) insurance.
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Board of Directors
The ECIC’s Board is responsible for determining the Corporation’s strategic direction and ensuring that
this strategy is carried out in compliance with the law and relevant regulations. Five Board committees
help the Board in fulfilling it’s roles.
Board members
The terms of two Board members – Thelma Ngcobo and Charl Higgo du Toit – came to an end on
31 July 2014. Two new Board members – Andiswa Mosai and Lefentse Radikeledi – were appointed
effective 1 August 2014. Abel Mawela’s contract expired in February 2015. He was reinstated by the end
of the financial year.

Motshoanedi Lesejane
INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Qualifications: Chartered Accountant (South Africa) (CA(SA)),
Chartered Director (South Africa (CD(SA)) Fellow Chartered Management Accountant,
Certificate in Control Self-Assessment,
Areas of expertise: Auditing, corporate governance, finance, risk management and
finance management
Age: 59
Years of service: 5 years 6 months
Positions on other Boards:
Mokwalo Training and Consulting Services (executive director)
Mokwalo Securities and Investments (executive director)

Kutoane Kutoane
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Qualifications: Master of Arts in Economics, Advanced Management Programme,
Programme on Investment Appraisal and Management
Areas of expertise: Project finance economics and investment management
Age: 46
Years of service: 1 year 9 months
Positions on other Boards:
Rapidcap Investment (Pty) Ltd (founder and director)
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Vuyelwa Matsiliza
INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Qualifications: BA Hons in Economics (Cum Laude), Master of Business Leadership
Areas of expertise: Treasury management, project finance, corporate finance and
investment management
Age: 48
Years of service: 1 year 6 months
Positions on other Boards: None

Abel Mawela
INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Qualifications: Master of Business Administration
Areas of expertise: Auditing, accounting and corporate governance
Age: 53
Years of service: 3 years 1 month. Contract expired February 2015 and was renewed
by 31 March 2015
Positions on other Boards:
Molodi Consulting (founder and executive director)
Innovation Hub (non-executive director)
Morale Financial Services (managing director)

Ernest Moagi
NON-INDEPENDENT, NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
(Alternate representative to Pumla Ncapayi, the dti)
Qualifications: Bachelor of Commerce
Areas of expertise: Accounting
Age: 42
Years of service: 1 year 6 months
Positions on other Boards:
None
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Andiswa Mosai
INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Qualifications: Bachelor of Social Science in Social work, Master’s Diploma in Human
Resources Management, Management Advanced Programme, Corporate Governance
Development Programme
Areas of expertise: Human resources contracts, human resources professional services,
recruitment and remuneration management
Age: 40
Years of service: 7 months (appointed 1 August 2014)
Positions on other Boards:
Mosai Projects and Services (founder and managing director) • 24 Café West Coast (partner)

Pumla Ncapayi
NON-INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (the dti)
Qualifications: Bachelor of Commerce Economics, Business Management,
Postgraduate Diploma in Business Management, Diploma in Trade Law and Policy
Areas of expertise: Trade policy development, international trade and investment
Age: 39
Years of service: 3 years 8 months
Positions on other Boards: Brand South Africa (trustee)

Siobhain O’Mahony
INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Qualifications: Bachelor of Science of Actuarial Science (Honours), Fellow of the Actuarial
Society of South Africa, Fellow of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries
Areas of expertise: Actuarial valuations, asset-liability matching, capital adequacy requirements
and calculations, analytics, pricing and profitability (banking), behavioural analysis and modelling,
loyalty programme design and modelling
Age: 28
Years of service: 1 year 6 months
Positions on other Boards: None
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Fagmeedah Petersen-Lurie
INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Qualifications: Bachelor of Business Science (BBusSc) (Actuarial Science), Chartered Financial
Planner (CFP) Postgraduate Diploma in Management Practice, Fellow of the institute of
Actuaries, Fellow of the Financial Planning Institute, Accredited Member of the Institute of
Directors
Areas of expertise: Investments, finance, governance and insurance
Age: 39
Years of service: 1 year 6 months
Positions on other Boards: Telkom SOC (Board member)

Lefentse Radikeledi
NON-INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (National Treasury)
Qualifications: Masters in Economic Development, Bachelor of Arts in Economics (Honours),
Executive Development Programme, Secondary Education Diploma
Areas of expertise: Finance and regulation
Age: 49
Years of service: 7 months (appointed 1 August 2014)
Positions on other Boards: None

Lindelani Mphaphuli
COMPANY SECRETARY
Qualifications: Bachelor of Arts in Law, Bachelor of Laws,
Master of Laws, Diploma in Tax Practice
Areas of expertise: Law, finance, governance and treasury
Age: 44
Years of service: 6 years
Positions on other Boards: None
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Executive Management
Day-to-day operations are managed and performed by five line departments under the leadership of
the Chief Executive Officer, supported by the chief operating officer, the chief financial officer, the
chief risk officer and general counsel. Various units report to the chief executive and his team, as indicated in Figure 2.
With the exception of the chief executive, who is on a three-year contract with a three-month notice
period, all the executives are permanent employees and are required to give a month’s notice when
resigning. Executives are not bound by a restraint of trade agreement on leaving the ECIC.

Governance and the King Code
The ECIC is committed to good governance and implementing the King Code of Good
Governance (King III). See the detailed governance report, including summaries of the
responsibilities and activities of the Board and its committees, Board meeting attendance tables
and Board and executive remuneration. There is a detailed checklist indicating areas where the
ECIC maintains King III principles.

Kutoane Kutoane
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Qualifications: Master of Arts in Economics, Advanced Management Programme,
Programme on Investment Appraisal and Management
Areas of expertise: Project finance economics and investment management
Age: 46
Years of service: 1 year 9 months
Positions on other Boards:
Rapidcap Investment (Pty) Ltd (founder and director)

Lesego Mosupye
CHIEF RISK OFFICER
Qualifications: Chartered Accountant (South Africa) (CA (SA))
Areas of expertise: Risk management
Age: 39
Years of service: 6 years
Board positions held: Department of Home Affairs Risk Management Committee (independent
director), Khula Credit Guarantee SOC Ltd (independent non-executive director)
Gouda Wind Energy Community Trust (independent trustee)
Dibeng Community Solar Energy Trust (independent trustee)
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Lindelani Mphaphuli
GENERAL COUNSEL
Qualifications: Bachelor of Arts in Law, Bachelor of Laws, Master of Laws, Diploma in Tax
Practice
Areas of expertise: Law, finance, governance and treasury
Age: 44
Years of service: 6 years
Positions on other Boards: None

Sedzani Mudau
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Qualifications: Chartered Accountant (South Africa) (CA(SA)),
Management Advanced Programme
Areas of expertise: Finance
Age: 32
Years of service: 7 years
Board positions held:
C Faith Investments (Pty) Ltd (founder and director)
Agape CWC NGO (director)

Mandisi Nkuhlu
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER
Qualifications: Bachelor of Laws, Management Advanced Programme,
Executive Leadership Programme
Areas of expertise: Law and finance
Age: 47
Years of service: 8 years
Board positions held: None
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ECIC Management
The ECIC Management team.
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Ntshengendzeni Gilbert
Maphula
Head of Legal

Gqamile Nkabinde
Head of Procurement

Mmapula Madonsela
Human Resource Manager

Ismail Carr
Head of Marketing and
Communications

Benoit Fugah
Head of Political, Economic
Analysis & Research

Noluthando Mkhathazo
Head of Finance
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Chris Thirion
Head of Stakeholder
Management

Philemon Thobane
Acting Head of Underwriting

Eben Conley
Acting Information
Technology Manager

Thembi Mahaye
Head of Portfolio

John Omollo
Head of Risk Management
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The first construction phase of the 350 MW, Cenpower
gas plant in Tema, Ghana
ECIC supported the loan facility provided by three giant South African banks the
Rand Merchant Bank, Standard Bank SA and Nedbank Capital for an amount of
US$448 million. ECIC is provided 100% of Political Risk and 85% Commercial Risk
Insurance to one of the largest power infrastructure projects in Ghana. Group Five
Engineering is the appointed constructing company of the project and is exporting
more than 50% of South African manufactured goods for the construction of the
plant.
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PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR 2014/15
Performance against annual performance plan targets
Each year, the ECIC enters into a shareholder’s compact with the South African government,
represented by the Minister of Trade and Industry. The shareholder’s compact:
•

Clarifies the responsibilities of the Board and the shareholder

•

Attaches key performance areas to each of the strategic objectives

•

Specifies targets for each key performance area as a way to assess the Corporation’s progress
towards achieving these objectives.

Table 3 summarises the Corporation’s performance regarding the targets set in the annual performance
plan for the year, which is included in the shareholder’s compact. This is followed by a more detailed
discussion of performance in terms of each strategic objective.
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Table 3: Summary of performance against key indicators in annual performance plan

Performance measure and indicator

Target
achieved?

Output

2014/15
performance

Target for 2014/15

2013/14 performance

Objective 1: Facilitate export trade and investments
Value of insurance applications
approved (US$)

US$432 million

US$116.7 million

û

US$756 million

Credit or investment insurance applications
signed by ECIC

Value of insurance policies signed (US$)

US$518 million

US$633 million

ü

US$67.4 million

Loans disbursed and/or investment insurance
exposures declared under ECIC export credit
insurance policies

Value of loans disbursed and/or
investment insurance exposures
declared under ECIC insurance/reinsurance portfolio (US$)

US$655 million

US$920 million

ü

US$741.2 million

5

5

ü

6 (targeting BRICS and
developing countries in
Africa and the Middle
East)

18

27

ü

23

Objective 2: Build mutually beneficial strategic alliances
Co-operative, knowledge-sharing
engagements initiated by ECIC with other
export credit agencies or development
finance institutions

Number of engagements initiated
by ECIC under existing cooperation
agreements

Direct engagement with relevant parties
within and outside of South Africa. The focus
being business development and advocacy of
the ECIC.

Combined number of:

Objective 3: Raise the ECIC’s profile and brand

• Product presentations or awareness
sessions held with export promotion
agencies or development finance
institutions agencies
• Conferences or client workshops
within and outside South Africa

Research conducted on export opportunities
in Africa

Number of ECIC-produced research
reports published or sent to stakeholders

2

2

ü

2

Advertising/marketing campaigns

Number of provinces covered by ECIC
marketing plan

6

9

ü

Local and international
exposure

Objective 4: Create a professional, competitive and customer-focused workplace
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Credit or investment insurance applications
approved by ECIC Board
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Table 3: Summary of performance against key indicators in annual performance plan

Performance measure and indicator

Target for 2014/15

Target
achieved?

Output

2014/15
performance

2013/14 performance

Percentage of staff retained between 1
April 2014 and 31 March 2015

85%

89%

ü

95.2%

Organisational capacity

Percentage of total annual payroll spent
on training

3%

5.9%

ü

3%

A representative workforce in terms of gender
and people living with disabilities

Percentage of woman managers

50%

47%

û

46%

Percentage of people living with
disabilities

3%

3.2%

ü

2%

Medium

ü

n/a

Level 3

Level 3, valid until
December 2015

ü

Level 3

100%

94.6

û

99%

15

18

ü

0

Objective 5: Foster greater awareness of risk throughout the enterprise
Enterprise-wide risk awareness, supported
by effective corporate governance and riskmanagement practices

Weighted risk exposure level on the Risk
Appetite Dashboard (as determined by
the percentage of total ECIC portfolio
not exceeding the target)

Medium

Objective 6: Ensure effective stewardship
Internal transformation in terms of
Broad-based black economic
employment equity, preferential procurement, empowerment (B-BBEE)
and training and development practices
Payment of service providers within 30 days
as required by the PFM

Percentage of ECIC service providers
paid within 30 days of invoice

Development of small medium enterprise
(SME) exporters

Number of SME exporters in ECICsponsored enterprise development
programme
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Staff retention
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Objective 1: Facilitate export trade and investments
The ECIC’s mandate is to stimulate the export of goods and services from South Africa to encourage
economic growth and create jobs, with the ultimate aim of entrenching the country in the global and
regional economy.
As at 31 March 2015, the ECIC’s portfolio exposure totalled R23.27 billion (2013/14: R19.3 billion),
representing year-on-year growth of 20.6 percent. This growth is higher than the 10.9 percent growth
increase seen in the previous year (2012/13: R17.4 billion).
The shareholder’s compact measures the ECIC’s ability to facilitate trade and investments in terms of:
•

The value of insurance applications approved (in US$)

•

The value of insurance policies signed (in US$)

•

The value of loans disbursed and/or investment insurance exposures declared under the ECIC
insurance or re-insurance portfolio.

While the ECIC exceeded its targets for the value of insurance policies signed and the value of loans
disbursed or investment exposures declared, it failed to reach the US$432 million target for the value
of insurance applications approved during the year partly because of the unavailability of the IMU
support for new projects.
Effect of Interest Make-up scheme on performance
The ECIC also failed to meet its approvals target because the Corporation decided to stop approving
applications that relied on an IMU allocation when it became clear that the IMU budget allocation
would not be sufficient to meet existing commitments for the next three years.
During the course of the year, the ECIC approached the dti and the National Treasury to discuss this
enormous challenge and review the IMU allocation. In response, the National Treasury increased the
IMU budget allocation by R50 million a year over the Medium Term Economic Framework (2015/16
to 2017/18).
The additional amount, while a welcome development, remains insufficient to meet existing IMU
requirements (see Table 4). ECIC continues to engage with the dti to put measures in place to address
the IMU budget shortfall. In view of the IMU constraints and its negative impact on the level of new
insurance business applications, ECIC has taken the decision to focus on promoting policies that do
not include an IMU element. Prime among these is the restructured performance bond cover product,
which offers bond insurance in areas of high political risk where traditional insurers are reluctant to
venture.
Table 4: Current and projected IMU commitments versus IMU funding, 2015/16 - 2018/19
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Opening balance

117 742

IMU allocation from
government

165 447

171 566

177 644

184 750

IMU commitments

-357 291

-341 119

-298 367

-237 610

Shortfall

-74 102

-169 553

-120 723

-52 860

Discussions with the dti and the National Treasury on the future of IMU funding are ongoing.
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Objective 2: Build mutually
beneficial strategic alliances
Co-operative, knowledge-sharing relationships
with international export credit agencies and
development finance institutions help the ECIC
develop its skills base and general acumen of
international markets. Such alliances also help
develop an understanding of the needs of, and
key players in, foreign markets.
The ECIC continued developing alliances with
its counterparts in foreign economies, signing
an agreement with other BRICS export credit
agencies at the BRICS summit in Brazil in July
2014 and fruitfully engaging Atradius in the
Netherlands, Nippon Export and Investment
Insurance in Japan and the Italian Export Credit
Agency in Italy.
Locally, the ECIC committed to sponsoring
the New Partnership for Africa’s Development
Business Foundation Investment Desk. Based
in Johannesburg, the desk creates a forum
where financiers and insurers can discuss
large projects – especially those relating
to infrastructure and economic corridor
development – at the conception phase.

Objective 3: Raise the ECIC’s
profile and brand
To meet the challenge of an increasingly
competitive marketplace, the ECIC focused
on raising awareness of its brand both within
and outside the country by launching a
national advertising campaign, holding product
information sessions, and attending various
conferences and client workshops. The
Corporation exceeded the annual performance
plan target of 18 direct engagements for the
year, reporting 27 meetings with the likes of
the Small Enterprise Development Agency, the
Spanish Embassy and the KwaZulu-Natal Trade
and Investment Agency. These engagements
helped foster confidence in the ECIC by:
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•

Developing awareness of the brand

•

Improving the market’s awareness of
the ECIC’s products and their benefits

•

Nurturing
the
Corporation’s
relationship with its core clients, many
of which are banks, which account
for a substantial portion of new deals
(six out of the Corporation’s top 10
financial clients have been a source of
repeat business).

During the year, the ECIC also produced two
research reports – “Trade and Investment
Opportunities in Madagascar” and “Trade and
Investment Opportunities in Côte d’Ivoire” –
and distributed them to relevant parties.
The ECIC is increasingly taking an active role
in identifying possible projects to support
and likely implementation partners from the
manufacturing and finance sectors.
The advertising campaign and engagements
will continue in 2015/16.
The ECIC is committed to communicate to its
stakeholders in any of the South African official
languages upon request.

Objective 4: Create a
professional, competitive and
customer-focused workplace
The ECIC strives to create a professional
and competitive working environment that
ensures an effective service to its clients
and the shareholder. Its staff complement
increased from 53 full-time employees (FTEs)
in 2013/14 to 63 FTEs in 2014/15, reflecting the
recent growth in the business. Its employees
tend to be highly educated and well versed in
finance, economics and the law. Attracting and
retaining these skills is an ongoing challenge
for the Corporation.
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Performance relating to Objective 4 is assessed
in terms of:
•

The percentage of staff retained during
the year (staff retention)

•

Training expenditure, expressed as a
percentage of annual payroll spent on
training

•

The representivity of the workforce in
terms of gender and people living with
disabilities.

The ECIC graduate programme
To build a talent pipeline, the Corporation has
a graduate programme in place. In 2014/15,
10 graduates were placed in the programme.
Going forward, the ECIC plans to increase the
intake of graduates.

Training expenditure
The ECIC spent R2.1 million (5.9 percent of
its annual payroll) on training to improve the
organisation’s capacity, exceeding the 2014/15
target of 3 percent. Training includes onthe-job training, short courses with internal
and external service providers, and tertiary
education. Twelve ECIC employees currently
hold bursaries from the Corporation to study
fields that are relevant to its activities.
The Corporation also aims to increase the skills
pool in the long term by supporting various
education programmes through its corporate
social investment programme (see page 49).
A skills audit was undertaken during the year
and is being used to inform training plans and
identify areas in need of additional staff going
forward. A succession-planning programme is
also in place to groom promising individuals for
leadership roles.

Staff retention
The ECIC conducted an employee survey
in 2013/14 to determine the Corporation’s
strengths and shortcomings as an employer.
The results of this survey were used to develop
a plan to engage with staff more constructively.
The strength of the plan is evident in the fact
that the ECIC retained 88.7 percent of its
workforce during the year, 3.7 percent more
than the target.
The ECIC is in the process of revising its
performance-linked bonus policy to ensure
attractive incentives that will help retain the
right people. This is supported by a robust
performance-management assessment system
to ensure that good performance is rewarded
and poor performance identified for correction.

Representivity of women and people living
with disabilities
At the end of the financial year, 47 percent of
the ECIC’s managers were women, slightly less
than the target of 50 percent. This was largely
due to the low turnover of staff at managerial
level.
People living with disabilities accounted for
3.2 percent of the overall workforce during
the year, exceeding the target for the year of
3 percent.
See Objective 6, page 48, for a discussion on
employment equity and the Corporation’s
B-BBEE status.
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Objective 5: Foster greater
awareness of risk throughout
the enterprise
The ECIC operates in an inherently risky and
highly legislated environment characterised by
financial exposure and regulatory restrictions.
The Corporation identifies and tracks all the risks
to which it is exposed through a Corporate Risk
Register. On a yearly basis, the Board – which is
ultimately responsible for managing risk in the
organisation – reviews these risks, determines
which of them are material and sets limits for
each. The annual performance plan target
(“medium”) is based on an average of these
limits, calculated by giving each material risk a
weighted score and averaging these out.

How the Board manages risk
The ECIC Board uses three lines of defence to
gain reliable assurance that the Corporation’s
business processes are operating within the
parameters the Board has established to
achieve defined business objectives:
•

Business-unit management is the main
party responsible for managing risk.
Business-unit managers are expected
to constantly assesses, evaluate and
measure risk as part of their day-to-day
activities. In this way, material issues are
identified early so that remedial action
can be implemented where required.

•

The risk management function is
independent of line management
within the business units and is
responsible for establishing and
maintaining the Corporation’s risk
management framework, standards
and supporting policies. It also oversees
risk management and independently
reports
on
risk
to
executive
management, Board committees and
the Board.

•

Independent assurers provide an
independent assessment of the
adequacy and effectiveness of the
ECIC’s overall risk management
system.

All ECIC employees – and executives and
managers in particular – are responsible for
implementing the risk-management measures
outlined by the risk-management function. The
Audit and Risk Committee, which has been
tasked with overseeing risk management on
behalf of the Board, tracks the effectiveness
of the risk-management system at every
committee meeting.
The Corporation’s performance was within
acceptable levels for most of the risks identified
in the Risk Appetite Dashboard, indicating that
the risk-management measures have been
effective. The growth of the portfolio – coupled
with the Corporation’s exemplary performance
regarding staff turnover, business interruption
and regulatory compliance – was sufficient
to ensure that, on average, the Corporation’s
risk exposure was set at “medium”. The only
high risk noted was the likelihood of capital
loss due to credit risk which, with a rating of
6.85 percent, placed the Corporation in the
“high risk” category for this type of risk.
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The Board is satisfied that the combined
assurance model is effective in keeping
it informed and managing risks, and that
assurance activities are coordinated to ensure
that resources are used in the most efficient
and effective way.

Table 5: Risk Appetite Dashboard indicating material risks, their indicators and acceptable limits
Description

Indicators

Low Risk

Medium

High Risk

Actual Result as
of March 2015

Concentration
risk

The risk inherent in
concentrating all risk exposure
into a single policy

Concentration exposure

Below 20%

20–35%

Above 35%

25%

Credit risk

Capital loss due to credit risk

Credit value at risk

Below 3%

3–5%

Above 5%

6.85%

Insurance risk

Catastrophic claims resulting in
underwriting losses

Solvency cover

Above 2.5x

2.5x–2x

Below 2x

2.2

Market risk

Capital loss due to market risk

Market value at risk

Below 10%

10–13.5%

Above 13.6%

12.66%

Operational and
reputational risk

High staff turnover and delayed
recruitment

Staff turnover

Below 10%

10–35%

Above 35%

2%

Extended period of business
interruption

Length of business
interruption

An interruption
lasting < 24 hours

An interruption
lasting between 24
and 48 hours

An interruption
lasting > 48 hours

An interruption
lasting <24
hours

Poor external audit findings

Audit findings

Financially
unqualified opinion
without findings

Financially
unqualified opinion
with findings

Financially
unqualified opinion
with critical
findings

Financially
unqualified
opinion without
findings

Regulatory risk

Non-compliance with material
legislation

Assessment of
compliance

No incidence of
non-compliance

No incidence of
non-compliance on
material legislation
or non-compliance
penalties <R50 000

Incidence of noncompliance on
material legislation
or non-compliance
penalties >R50 000

No incidence
of noncompliance

Strategic risk

Absolute decline in the
portfolio (excluding effects of
currency fluctuations)

Portfolio performance

No decline in the
portfolio

One-year decline of
up to 10% or decline
of up to 5% for two
consecutive years

One-year decline
of 10% or more
or decline of 5%
or more for two
consecutive years

Portfolio grew
by 20.6%

Underwriting risk

Decline in income and reserves
decline due to inadequate
pricing and reserve calculations

Three-year rolling claims
ratio

Below 50%

51–75%

Above 75%

-14%
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Type of Risk
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Concentration risk
The ECIC needs to ensure that its exposure to commercial and political risk is spread over multiple
regions, industries and companies. Failing to diffuse the risk concentration could jeopardise its financial
health and its status as a going concern.
To limit this risk, the Corporation has specified that no single country can account for more than
between 20 and 35 percent of its overall risk portfolio. It is constantly assessing the political risk in
countries where it has (or is likely to have) insurance exposure, and uses this information to prescribe
allowable limits for risk within that country, dividing this risk allowance between public and private
projects within the country.
By the end of the year, the ECIC’s portfolio was dominated by Zambia, which accounted for
24.53 percent of its overall portfolio. This was within the limit for a single country in 2014/15 and
slightly less than the 25 percent exposure the Corporation had in the country in 2013/14.
Table 6: Shifts in concentration of top 10 countries in ECIC portfolio from 31 March 2014
to 31 March 2015
Country

2014/15

2013/14

Zambia

24.53%

25%

Ghana

15.69%

8%

Zimbabwe

14.77%

16%

Tanzania

11.59%

13%

Mozambique

8.76%

9%

Iran

8.02%

8%

Liberia

4.53%

Not in top 10 countries

Sierra Leone

4.07%

4%

Angola

3.28%

4%

Democratic Republic of the
Congo

1.66%

2%

Not in top 10 countries

5%

3.1%

5%

Russia
Other countries

An explicit provision is raised in the balance sheet for the concentration of political and commercial
risk exposures in the ECIC portfolio.

Investment Credit risk
Investment Credit risk refers to the loss of capital due to investments in fixed-income instruments and
equities performing poorly, through both a deterioration of the credit rating of an issuer, as well as
default by an issuer on a coupon or capital repayment
The Corporation assesses its credit risk in terms of the value of credit at risk. During the year, the
downgrading of ABIL due to its insolvency event, the Transnet bond which followed the downgrading
of the South Africa’s sovereign credit rating as well as the increase in value of Loans and Receivables
that are unrated contributed to the overall unfavourably high value of credit at risk for the year of 6.85
percent. To halt deterioration of the investment credit risk, the Corporation:
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•

Removed the Transnet bonds from its
portfolio

•

Continued setting limits for exposure
to a single counterparty (or group of
counterparties)

•

Used only reputable companies to
handle its cash and investments

•

Generated
quarterly
investment
reports, which are reviewed by the
Finance and Investment Committee.

The Corporation had exposure to African Bank
(ABIL) which was placed under curatorship
by the South African Reserve Bank during the
current financial year. The investment in ABIL
was written down by approximately R9.09
million whilst R9.07 million was side pocketed.
The credit risk started recovering towards the
end of the financial year.

Insurance risk
Insurance risk refers to the possibility that the
number and value of claims lodged will exceed
the Corporation’s ability to pay out claims.
While statistical techniques can estimate the
risk and recommend ways to limit it, events
that result in an insurance claim are by nature
unpredictable and there is always the possibility
of large, unforeseen claims being made.
The ECIC manages its insurance risk by having
in place underwriting processes, approval
procedures for transactions and pricing
guidelines. It monitors international political
and market developments and, when it seems
as though claims might arise, makes provision
for the value of claims incurred but not yet
reported (IBNR).
Insurance risk is measured by the solvency
cover. As at 31 March 2015, this figure was 2.2
times, placing the ECIC comfortably within its
target limits of between 2.5 times and 2 times.

Market risk
Market risk refers to the possibility that the
Corporation’s investments are negatively

affected by changes in interest rates, equity
markets and currency exchange rates. As at 31
March 2015, the ECIC’s market risk exposure
of 12.66 percent fell comfortably within the
acceptable risk (medium) parameters of
between 10 percent and 13.5 percent.
The ECIC is exposed to foreign-currency risk for
transactions in US dollars. This risk is mitigated
by holding equivalent US dollar-denominated
assets. As at 31 March 2015, the ECIC’s US
dollar assets of US$310 million exceeded its
liabilities of US$22 million.
An investment risk policy to ensure that
the Corporation’s interest-rate exposure is
matched by interest income from its assets
was rolled out during 2014/15. This policy
read with the Investment Policy Statement
aims to ensure that the ECIC evaluates its
investment risk exposure as it pursues its
investment performance objective average
return of CPI plus 1 percent over a rolling
three-year period for the US dollar portfolio.
Investment management is outsourced under
the oversight of the ECIC’s investment officer
and the Finance and Investment Committee.
During the year under review, a new asset/
liability management model was presented to
the Board. This model is used to evaluate and
determine the optimal investment strategy that
the ECIC should adopt so as to maximise its net
asset value whilst minimising risk associated
with investments.

Operational and reputational risk
Operational risk arises from the possibility that:
•

The Corporation’s working
environment is disrupted, leading to
loss of income, knowledge, skills or
organisational memory

•

Internal controls break down, resulting
in fraud, errors or omissions.

A high staff turnover, extended periods of
business interruption and poor external
audit findings are all operational risks. The
Corporation’s performance on all three risks
placed it within the “low risk” category.
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Saying “no” to corruption
In line with the PFMA, the Corporation has a
fraud-prevention plan that allows employees
to anonymously report instances of apparent
fraud, corruption or unethical behaviour
without fear of reprisal. Training in whistleblowing procedures is given to new and current
staff, and an independent service provider
manages a toll-free corruption hotline (0800
20 35 75). The number for the hotline is widely
advertised throughout the ECIC and printed on
the ECIC’s invoices. The hotline did not receive
any tip-offs during the year.
A high staff turnover Risk
See Objective 4, page 40, for discussion.

Significant progress on the implementation of
the IT strategic plan has been made with the
successful procurement and implementation
of enterprise resource planning software.

Regulatory risk
The ECIC operates in a highly regulated
industry. Whilst the regulation is focused on
achieving the prudent management of the
business and the ongoing solvency of the
business, ensuring that it complies with relevant
regulations is a costly exercise demanding
substantial management time and human
resources. However, failing to comply could
risk the solvency of the business, and result in
the Corporation losing its operating licence or
incurring heavy penalties.

Extended business interruptions Risk
The ECIC – which historically relied on the dti
for its computer systems – is in the process of
rolling out a R4.3 million project to modernise
its computer systems in order to improve its
business processes and internal controls.
During 2013/14, the ECIC system was
separated from that of the dti and ECIC data
was moved across to an independent service
provider. A disaster-recovery site that will allow
the ECIC to continue to operate in the event of
a prolonged interruption in service at the main
site is being developed.

Insurance Law Amendment Bill
In preparation for the Insurance Law
Amendment Bill being passed into law, the
Financial Services Board has issued a deadline of
1 January 2016 for insurers under its supervision
to implement the Solvency Assessment and
Management (SAM) Framework, which will
form part of the law and will introduce a new
risk-based solvency and management regime
for South Africa’s long and non-life (short-term)
insurance industries.

Table 7 details the three pillars of SAM and the actions implemented towards preparing for it during 2014/15.
Table 7: SAM Pillars and ECIC actions
Description of pillar
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Action taken

Pillar I requires insurers to use new methods
for calculating and determining minimum
capital requirements.

The ECIC did a comprehensive parallel run on its capital calculations
during the year to form a baseline for performance in years to come.
The new method indicates that the ECIC will need more capital, but
that this requirement is within the capital already on record.

Pillar II requires insurers to implement
effective governance, risk-management and
internal control systems, including own risk
assessment and reporting.

The ECIC has separated its Audit and Risk Committee into an Audit
Committee and a separate Risk Committee, effective 1 April 2015. The
ECIC is developing an enterprise risk management framework, which
will ensure that risk is managed holistically, and with an integrated
approach.

Pillar III details how insurers should generate
reports for both internal and external
consumption that promote transparency and
disclosure relating to material items.

The parallel run completed for Pillar I will help inform reporting from
the next financial year.
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Pending accounting
insurance industry

standards

for

the

During the year under review, the ECIC
continued tracking the International Accounting
Standard Board’s progress on finalising the
revised International Financial Reporting
Standards 4 (for insurance contracts).
In terms of these revised standards, all insurers
across the world will follow standardised
accounting practices for insurance contracts,
making it easier for the users of financial
statements to understand how insurance
contracts influence an entity’s financial
position, performance and cash flows.
The ECIC has made provision for the increased
management and operational expenses that
will be incurred by applying these revised
standards, once they are approved. Deliberation
on the standards was ongoing by the end of
the financial year.

Strategic risk
The Risk Appetite Dashboard assesses risk in
terms of the growth or decline in the insurance
portfolio (excluding the effects of currency
fluctuations). Given that the portfolio grew by
20.6 percent during the year under review,
no material strategic risks were noted on the
dashboard.
However, the Corporate Risk Register – an
internal risk-monitoring tool that tracks all the
ECIC’s risk indicators, not just a selection of
them – identified IMU budget limitations as
a high-risk event because it was very likely to
occur. This was elevated mainly due to the IMU
three year budget shortfall allocation.
Another strategic risk identified by the
Corporate Risk Register is the possibility that
exports will not be generated due to projects
not meeting the requirement of 50 percent
national content, which went up to 70 percent
as of 1 July 2014.

Underwriting risk
Underwriting risk arises from the possibility
that the ECIC’s income and reserves decline
due to inadequate pricing of policies and
poorly considered assumptions underlying the
reserves.
Underwriting risk is assessed in terms of the
Corporation’s three-year rolling claims ratio,
which is calculated as follows:
Value of claims + (IBNR - Salvages)
Premiums earned
Salvages refers to the funds that have been
recovered after a claim had been paid out.
Underwriting risk is therefore managed by
putting in place measures to control the
variables used in the calculation. This includes:
•

Ensuring that insurance products are
sensibly priced

•

Good product design

•

Carefully selecting risk

•

A robust investment strategy

•

Adding liability to onerous contracts

•

Monitoring and reacting to changes
in the economic and business
environment.

No claims have been paid out for the past
two years. Even though interest and rand
weaknesses resulted in the IBNR increasing
for the first three quarters of the year, with
underwriting losses recorded for the first quarter
of the year, the IBNR recovered in the fourth
quarter of the year, ultimately contributing to
the three-year rolling claims ratio for the year
of 14 percent, placing it well within the “low
risk” category.
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Objective 6: Ensure effective
stewardship
The
shareholder’s
compact
stewardship in terms of the ECIC’s:

assesses

•

Racial demographic profile
(employment equity)

•

Ability to pay service providers within
30 days

•

Development of SME exporters.

Its corporate social investments, while not
included in the stakeholder’s compact, are also
an indication of the Corporation’s acceptance
of its responsibilities to the social, economic
and natural environment in which it operates.
Employment equity
The ECIC aims to attract and retain a diverse
workforce. Targets related to this goal are
listed in the Employment Equity Plan 2014–
2016, which is monitored by the Executive
Management Committee and the Human
Resources Committee.
The ECIC achieved a level 3 BBBEE score, valid
until December 2015. The Corporation aims to
score level 2 in 2016/17.
Figure 3: Equity profile of ECIC staff
as at 31 March 2015

6%

5%

6%
5%

African
Coloured
Foreign National
Indian
White
78%
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Pay service providers in 30 days
In terms of the PFMA, the ECIC is obliged to pay
service providers within 30 days of the invoice
being received. Paying service providers –
especially small or medium-sized enterprises
– within a reasonable period of time also falls
within its greater mandate of supporting the
growth and prosperity of local suppliers and
producers.
Due to challenges in internal processes that
are being dealt with, the target of paying
100 percent of suppliers within 30 days was
not reached, instead 94.6% was achieved. The
enterprise resource planning system that is
currently being rolled out will help correct this.
B-BBEE expenditure
To promote effective stewardship and
support equal development in the country,
the Corporation specifies an annual target
for B-BBEE expenditure. During 2014/15, the
Corporation’s B-BBEE procurement totalled
118 percent of its total procurement, against
92 percent in 2013/14.
Promote development of SME exporters
The ECIC sponsored 18 enterprise development
events (target: 15) that offered training that
focused primarily on national content and
tax charges. The ultimate objective of the
Corporation is for the SME exporters to
participate in the SMT program.
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Corporate social investment
The ECIC’s corporate social investment
programme supports education and skills
development in mathematics, science and
technology – fields that are closely linked to the
ECIC’s own operations and have been identified
by the government as scarce-skills areas. The
programme also creates opportunities for staff
members to contribute their time or money to
help those less fortunate.

Penreach (Mpumalanga)
The ECIC helped Penreach – a nongovernmental
organisation
based
in
Mpumalanga that offers after-school and
weekend tutorials in mathematics, English and
science – buy a mobile laboratory to conduct
science experiments in 2014/15.
Axium Education (Eastern Cape)

During 2014/15, the ECIC contributed
R4.4 million to education, welfare and skillsdevelopment projects throughout the country.

The ECIC contributed to teachers’ salaries
and learner transport for Axium Education, an
organisation that gives after-school tutorials
in mathematics, science and English to about
200 pupils from five Eastern Cape schools.

Education projects

Schools

Sci-Bono Discovery Centre (Gauteng)
The ECIC started supporting Sci-Bono
Discovery Centre in 2013, when the centre
first opened three learning hubs offering
after-school lessons in mathematics, physical
science, accounting and life sciences to
Grade 12 learners in Gauteng. Two additional
learning hubs were added in 2014. Together,
these hubs benefit 2 184 learners from 14 high
schools.
Maths and Science Leadership Academy
(Northern Cape)
In 2013, the ECIC committed to a four-year
academic sponsorship allowing 60 Grade-9
learners to attend tutorials in mathematics and
science at the Maths and Science Leadership
Academy. The sponsorship will continue until
the learners matriculate at the end of 2016.

The ECIC helped two secondary schools in the
Eastern Cape – Putuma Junior and Sea View
Senior – install boreholes to ensure access
to water. Putuma Junior also received new
temporary teaching structures to alleviate
overcrowding in classrooms. The Corporation
will continue supporting these two schools in
2015/16.
Bursaries
The ECIC supported 24 university students
studying actuarial science, accounting,
economics or engineering during the year
under review (2013/14: 27). The bursary
programme produced its first graduate at the
end of 2014.
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Skills development projects
DeafSA
The ECIC funded the training of 20 deaf members of DeafSA in making furniture.

Welfare projects
Rehoboth Trust (KwaZulu-Natal)
The ECIC committed to supporting Rehoboth Children’s Village, a home in KwaZulu-Natal for children
either affected or infected by AIDS, for three years from May 2013.

Staff volunteerism
Nelson Mandela Day
On Nelson Mandela Day, 18 July 2014, volunteers from the ECIC helped Solomon Mahlangu Freedom
School in Mamelodi, Pretoria, refurbish and equip its school library.
Staff-funded bursaries
Each year ECIC staff members are encouraged to donate money towards a bursary that is awarded
to the top Grade 12 learner attending the ECIC-funded Sci-Bono hubs in Gauteng. This year, Thoriso
Mokoala, a student from Reitumetse Secondary School in Soshanguve, Pretoria, received the bursary,
which totalled R45 200 (R22 600 from staff sponsorships, matched by R22 600 from the ECIC). He
started his studies in medicine at the University of Cape Town in 2015.

Thoriso Mokoala a student doctor at UCT presented with a
cheque sponsored by ECIC staff.
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ECIC Staff refurbish the Library of Solomon Mahlangu Freedom School

The Limpopo based Association for persons with disabilities received a vegetable garden
tunnel to grow their vegetables supported by the ECIC CSI interventions.
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THE ECIC IN
2015/16 AND
BEYOND

•

Objective 4: Improve business
processes to promote efficiencies in
the delivery of services and products
cost-effectively.

•

Objective 5: Improve communication
and
stakeholder/customer
management to create awareness and
understanding of the ECIC’s mandate
to unlock business opportunities in
line with the government’s priorities by
communicating effectively.

•

Objective 6: Improve business
development by proactively attracting
business from new and existing
customers to facilitate more exports
and cross-border investments.

•

Objective 7: Decrease the cost/
revenue ratio in line with industry
benchmarks and the ECIC’s specific
objectives.

Strategic objectives for 2015/16

•

The 2015/16 strategic plan has identified the
following key strategic objectives for the year
to come.

Objective 8: Increase revenue to
achieve business growth and a stronger
capital base.

•

Objective 9: Increase the capital base
to support the growth and sustainability
of the business.

•

Objective 10: Increase stakeholder/
customer satisfaction to ensure that
satisfaction targets are met.

The shock to the market as a result of the IMU
scheme’s financial restraints, coupled with
increasing levels of competition for African
projects, has necessitated that the ECIC
rethink its strategic focus to concentrate on
promoting the ECIC brand and working on
the Corporation’s strengths. It has launched
an active marketing and communication
campaign to promote its products, especially
those that do not require an IMU component, to
foreign markets. The restructured performance
bond insurance cover in particular is set to be
the Corporation’s new flagship product.

•
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Objective 1: Improve knowledge and
skills to develop a competent and
competitive workforce that is able to
deliver on the business strategy and
achieve the ECIC’s objectives.

•

Objective 2: Improve product offering
by increasing the ECIC’s product range
to better meet customer needs and
address market gaps.

•

Objective 3: Increase strategic
partnerships to access new markets
through collaboration by leveraging
our partners’ resources and knowledge
base as well as removing constraints.

Whereas “facilitating export trade and
investment” was the Corporation’s primary
objective in 2014/15, now the organisation
is focusing on improving its skills, product
offering, business processes and strategic
relations – essentially, improving the
Corporation’s all-round performance so that it
is able to operate optimally in an increasingly
competitive marketplace.
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New Liberty Mine is the first Liberia’s commercial gold mine
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ECIC backed a US$ 88 million project finance loan transaction funded by Nedbank Capital
and Rand Merchant Bank (RMB). ECIC provided political and commercial risk insurance
for the gold mining project owned by Aureus Mining and the government of Liberia. South
African renowned engineering company DRA, is the exporter and according to the EPCM.
DRA has procured more than 60% of South African equipment and manufactured goods
for the construction of the mine. The Liberty Gold Mine project was awarded at the Mines
and Money Conference the best transaction of the year (2013) for Development Funding
Deal.
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Governance report
The ECIC strives to follow best governance practice, with particular focus on the principles specified
in the King Code of Good Governance (King III).

Board of directors
The ECIC is governed by a unitary Board of directors, the members of which have extensive business
experience and acumen. Unitary boards include both executive and non-executive members and have
a flat structure under the guidance of a chairperson, reaching decisions by majority vote. This ensures
that no single Board member has unfettered decision-making powers.
The Board follows a charter that is updated each year and reports to government through the dti. It
meets at least once a quarter.
As at 31 March 2015, the Board consisted of 9 directors – comprised of six independent non-executive
directors; two non-executive directors who are government representatives and one executive who
is an employee of the Corporation and subject to its internal policies. There is also one alternative
director who is a government representative.
Vacant Board positions are publicly advertised and candidates are subject to security clearance. Nonexecutive directors and the chief executive are appointed by the shareholder and typically serve on
the Board for three years. Retiring directors are eligible for reappointment. A director may qualify for
reappointment by the shareholder, subject to the constitutional requirements of rotation.
Director orientation and ongoing education
New and existing directors are given a governance manual and induction sessions to improve their
understanding of their responsibilities and the ECIC’s legislative framework, governance processes,
delegation of authority and business operations. An ongoing education programme is also in place to
address any possible gaps identified in a director’s knowledge, and briefing sessions are held to ensure
that Board members remain up to date with relevant local and international developments.
Board activities
In 2014/15, 10 Board meetings were held (see Table 8 for attendance register) to, among other activities:
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•

Approve the rolling three-year company strategy for 2014/15 to 2016/17

•

Approve applications for insurance and contract amendments

•

Conclude the shareholder’s compact with the dti

•

Examine the implications of inadequate funding for the IMU and apply to the dti and the
National Treasury for additional budget allocation

•

Review legislation and policies applicable to the ECIC
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•

Restructure the Board committees to:
•

Dissolve the Audit and Risk Committee and put in place a Risk Committee and a
separate Audit Committee, effective 1 April 2015, in line with SAM requirements

•

Incorporate the Human Resources Committee’s functions into the Social and
Ethics Committee, and the Remuneration Committee, effective 1 April 2015.

•

Review the appropriateness of the Board’s agenda

•

Adopt the Communication Policy and Board Protocol, in addition to other company and
Board policies

•

Review status reports on the governance of information systems within the Corporation

•

Review and approve the annual financial statements (see page 89 for the 2014/15 directors’
responsibility statement), other statutory returns, and the changes to the Asset Liability
Matching (ALM).

•

Monitor the ongoing implementation of SAM.

The chairperson was unable to assess the independence of independent, non-executive directors
because the tool prescribed by the dti for doing so was not yet available. Instead, the company
secretary developed an online survey for the directors to take. Non-independent non-executive
directors are those that are representatives from government departments.
While the survey’s overall ratings indicate that the Board and its committees met or exceeded the
directors’ expectations, the survey highlighted the need to:
•

Enhance and expand the delegation of responsibilities to executive management to ensure
that the Board and its committees are free to focus on strategic matters. This includes giving
management more direction on the Board’s expectations.

•

Improve succession planning throughout the organisation and for the Board.
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Members

30 April 2014

19 June 2014

28 July 2014

28 July 2014
(AGM)

19 September
2014

25 September
2014

27 October
2014

27 November
2014

26 January
2015

26 March 2015

Table 8: ECIC Board attendance record 2014/15

Motshoanedi Johannes Lesejane (chair)

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Kutoane Kutoane

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Thelma Thembekile Ngcobo1

ü

ü

ü

ü

-

-

-

-

-

-

Charl Higgo du Toit1

ü

ü

ü

ü

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lefentse Radikeledi2

-

-

-

-

ü

ü

ü

û

ü

ü

Pumla Ncapayi

û

ü

û

û

û

û

û

ü

û

ü

Ernest Moagi

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

û

ü

û

ü

û

Abel Makalene Mawela4

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

n/a

Fagmeedah Petersen-Lurie

û

û

û

û

ü

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

Vuyelwa Matsiliza

ü

û

û

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

û

ü

Siobhain O’Mahony

ü

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

û

ü

ü

ü

Andiswa Mosai2

-

-

-

-

ü

ü

û

ü

ü

ü

3

Key

ü

Present

û

Apology

1

Term as director ended 31 July 2014

2

Appointed on 1 August 2014

3

Alternate to Pumla Ncapayi

4

Contract expired February 2015, reappointed by 31 March 2015

Board committees
The Board extends its authority in specific areas to the various Board committees, which are chaired
and peopled by Board members and designed to help the Board perform its duties without dissipating
its obligations. The Board includes one representative from the dti and one from the National Treasury.
An internal delegation of authority framework is in place. Each committee has its own terms of
reference defining its composition, role, responsibilities and powers. These terms are updated each
year and approved by the Board.
The Board submitted all reports required by the PFMA to the dti and/or the National Treasury during
the year under review, ensuring that the returns were accurate, correct and current.
Table 9 indicates the committees on which each Board member served.
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Table 9: Committees served by ECIC Board members, 2014/15
Non-executive
Board members

Audit
and Risk
Committee

Finance and
Investment
Committee

Motshoanedi
Johannes Lesejane
(chair)
Andiswa Mosai1
Lefentse Radikeledi1

Human
Resources
Committee

Remuneration
Committee

Member

Chair

Chair

Member

Social and
Ethics
Committee

Member

Member

Pumla Ncapayi

Member

Ernest Moagi2
Abel Mawela4

Chair

Member

Fagmeedah PetersenLurie

Member

Chair

Member

Vuyelwa Matsiliza

Member

Member

Member

Chair

Remuneration
Committee

Social and
Ethics
Committee

Siobhain O’Mahony
Executive Board
member

Audit
and Risk
Committee

Member

Member

Finance and
Investment
Committee

Human
Resources
Committee

Kutoane Kutoane
(chief executive)

Member

Member

Key

ü

Present

û

Apology

1

Appointed on 1 August 2014

2

Alternate to Pumla Ncapayi

3

Contract expired February 2015, reappointed by 31 March 2015

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee is an independent statutory committee appointed at the annual general
meeting. Please see page 87 for the full Audit and Risk Committee report.

Activities in 2014/15
The Audit and Risk Committee met eight times during 2014/15 to:
•

Consider and recommend internal audit’s annual audit plan for approval by the Board.

•

Agree to the engagement letter, terms of reference, audit plan and budget for the firm appointed
to conduct the internal audit function in 2014/15 (in consultation with management).
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•

Ensure that appropriate internal control systems are designed, implemented and maintained
throughout the Corporation.

•

Ensure that the Corporation complied with relevant regulation.

•

Oversee the performance of the external and internal auditors.

•

Facilitate and oversee the implementation of SAM requirements stipulated by the Financial
Services Board, which require the Audit and Risk Committee to be replaced by an Audit
Committee and a separate Risk Committee as of 1 April 2015.

•

Evaluate the annual financial statements of the ECIC as well as the Integrated Report for the
year ended 31 March 2015.

•

Monitor whistle-blowing procedures and progress.

Time on
committee

5 June 2014

16 July 2014
(special)

28 July 2014

11
September
2014

27 October
2014
(special)

13
November
2014

26 January
2015

12 March
2015

Table 10: Audit and Risk Committee attendance record 2014/15

Abel Mawela (Chair)1

3yr
1m

û

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

-

Thelma Thembekile Ngcobo2

5yr
7m

ü

ü

ü

-

-

-

-

-

Charl Higgo du Toit2

5yr

ü

ü

ü

-

-

-

-

-

Lefentse Radikeledi3

7m

-

-

-

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Fagmeedah Petersen-Lurie

1 yr
3m

ü

û

û

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

Vuyelwa Matsiliza

1 yr
3m

ü

û

û

ü

ü

ü

û

ü

Members

Key
ü

Present

û

Apology

-

58

Not present because term has either ended or not yet started

1

Contract expired February 2015, reappointed by 31 March 2015, after which he resumed as chair

2

Term as director ended 31 July 2014

3

Appointed on 1 August 2014
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Assurance statements
The Audit and Risk Committee is satisfied that:
•

The ECIC complied with its legal, regulatory and other responsibilities.

•

It lodged the necessary quarterly returns required by the PFMA and Treasury Regulations with
the dti, together with its assurance that such returns were accurate, correct and up to date.

•

The ECIC’s accounting policies and financial statements are appropriate and comply with
International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act.

•

The appointed internal auditor, Nkonki Inc. was suitably independent.

•

The internal controls and risk management measures, including internal financial controls, are
effective, as outlined in the internal auditor’s written assessment.

•

There is no reason to believe that internal financial controls and risk management measures
(including internal financial controls) are not effective, or that the internal financial controls do
not form a sound basis for reliable financial statements.

•

The Committee executed its duties in terms of the requirements of King III. Instances where
the King III requirements have not been applied are explained in the King III checklist (page 71).

•

The external auditor was appointed in line with Sections 58, 59, 60 and 61 of the PFMA.

•

The external auditor is independent in accordance with King III, which considers previous
appointments, other work undertaken for the ECIC and possible conflicts of interest as
described by the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors.

•

The external auditor provided suitable assurance that internal governance processes within
the firm support and demonstrate its claim to independence.

Social and Ethics Committee
In accordance with the Companies Act, in July 2014 the chairperson of the Social and Ethics Committee
at the time reported to the Board and the shareholder on matters within the Committee’s mandate for
the period ending 31 March 2015.

Terms of reference
The terms of reference of the ECIC’s Social and Ethics Committee are as prescribed in Section 72 of
the Companies Act and Company Regulation 43. The Board reviewed these terms during 2014/15.
The Board delegated the responsibility of managing, reviewing, monitoring and reporting on ethics
performance to the Committee, in conjunction with the Audit and Risk Committee.
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Roles and responsibilities
The Committee has three directors, one of whom is an executive director. In terms of the Committee’s
written charter, it is responsible for ensuring the Corporation’s ethical conduct by monitoring activities
that specifically relate to:
•

The United Nations Global Compact’s 10 Principles

•

The Employment Equity Act

•

The B-BBEE Act

•

Good corporate citizenship

•

Environment, health and public safety

•

Consumer relationships

•

Labour and employment

•

Compliance.

Activities in 2014/15
The Social and Ethics Committee met three times during 2014/15 to monitor the Corporation’s
progress within the noted areas of its responsibility.
Table 11: Social and Ethics Committee attendance record 2014/15
Members

June 2014

November 2014

March 2015

Thelma Thembekile Ngcobo1

ü

-

-

Kutoane Kutoane (CEO)

û

ü

ü

Vuyelwa Matsiliza

ü

ü

ü

Andiswa Mosai2

-

ü

ü

Key
ü
û
1
2

Present
Apology
Term as director ended 31 July 2014
Appointed on 1 August 2014

It reported relevant findings, especially those relating to statutory matters, to the Board and the
shareholder.

United Nations Global Compact’s 10 Principles
The Committee noted that the Corporation embraces the core values espoused in the United Nations
Global Compact’s 10 Principles, with particular focus on:
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•

Human rights – The Corporation’s underwriting policies, where applicable, require that matters
such as resettlement of residents living where a project is located should be conducted in
terms of accepted international codes as a condition to offering insurance.

•

Labour – The Corporation’s underwriting policies forbid the use of child labour and forced
labour in supported projects. Its human resources policies prohibit unfair discrimination in the
workplace.

•

The environment – The Corporation has in place a carbon footprint policy and an Environmental
and Social Policy for its underwriting activities. All projects applying for cover are required to
provide an environmental impact assessment. The ECIC has adopted the Equator Principles,
a risk-management framework for determining, assessing and managing environmental and
social risks in projects to support responsible decision-making.

•

Anti-corruption – The Corporation’s underwriting policies exclude insurance cover relating to
“corrupt practices”. An independent service provider runs an anti-corruption hotline on behalf
of the Corporation.

OECD recommendations against corruption
The Corporation’s insurance policies and exporters’ agreements contain anti-bribery clauses that
align with OECD recommendations. In terms of these clauses, insured entities (lenders, exporters and
investors) expressly warrant that they have not, and will not, engage in corrupt activities in connection
with the transaction for which support is provided.

Employment Equity Act
The ECIC’s Employment Equity Plan for 1 October 2012 to 30 September 2014 specifies set targets
that aim to ensure that the Employment Equity Act is achieved. The Board approved the Employment
Equity Plan for 1 October 2014 to 30 September 2016 in September 2014.
The Committee monitored equity performance and recommend corrective measures when challenges
were identified.

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act (2003)
The Committee monitors the ECIC’s performance with regard to black economic empowerment,
as measured by the dti’s generic B-BBEE scorecard. The Corporation aims to improve on its Level 3
B-BBEE rating until it achieves the highest possible rating.

Good corporate citizenship
The Committee oversees the plans, policies, scorecards and philosophies that underpin the
Corporation’s corporate social initiatives.

Environment health and public safety
The Committee has intensified its oversight of the Corporation’s health and safety processes to ensure
that the wellbeing of employees and the public remains a priority for the Corporation.
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Consumer relationships
The Board approved the Corporation’s communications policy in March 2015. The policy will guide
engagements with stakeholders, including how the Corporation deals with clients, public relations
and clients’ complaints. The Corporation embarked on a marketing campaign during the year under
review.

Labour and employment
The ECIC’s human resources policies align with labour legislation and labour codes issued by the
Department of Labour. They also align with the International Labour Organisation protocol on decent
work and working conditions.
During the year, the Committee provided an information session for the Board on “value-based
leadership”, a style of leadership that aims to motivate employees by connecting an organisation’s
goals to employees’ personal values.
The Committee monitored the ECIC’s working conditions and the staff’s educational development
independently of the Human Resources Committee. The budget for bursaries (both for employees and
external students) increased during 2014/15. Training and development programmes during the period
include key initiatives such as leadership development and enterprise development programmes.
There was one formal grievance raised and resolved during the period under review.

Compliance
No material non-compliance with legislation and regulation or non-adherence with codes of best
practice relevant to the areas within the Committee’s mandate were brought to the Committee’s
attention. Based on its monitoring activities to date, the Committee has no reason to believe that any
non-compliance or non-adherence has occurred and, where it has, that appropriate remedial actions
have been introduced.
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Overview of ethical conduct
The Corporation’s ethical conduct is enshrined through various ethics policies, namely:
•

The Code of Ethics for the Directors

•

The Code of Ethics and Business Conduct (for employees)

•

The Honesty and Integrity Requirements Policy (for representatives)

•

The Conflicts of Interest Management Policy

•

Financial Intelligence Centre Act (2001) guidelines, which require any unusual or suspicious
transactions to be reported to the Financial Intelligence Centre

•

The Gifts Policy, which requires that gifts above a set threshold be declared

•

The Procurement Policy, which prescribes conduct during supply-chain processes.

The Committee noted that the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct was developed in collaboration
with the staff, which enhanced the staff’s acceptance and familiarity with the Code.
The Board has its own code of ethics, which is included in the Board pack for every meeting. New
directors are expected to acknowledge receipt of the code on appointment.
During the year under review, the Ethics Institute of South Africa – a non-profit organisation – made a
presentation to the Board on organisational ethics and recommended practice in building an ethical
organisation. The presentation included an overview of King III and the Companies Act as they pertain
to directors’ responsibilities regarding ethics management. Staff training is scheduled to take place in
2015/16.
No external assessment of the Corporation’s ethics performance was conducted during the year. The
Committee is satisfied that the Corporation gave appropriate attention to its environmental, social and
governance responsibilities, and that its initiatives align with the Corporation’s business strategy.

Plans for 2015/16
The Committee will continue ensuring that the Corporation has suitable policies, plans and programmes
in place to promote and sustain social and economic development, good corporate citizenship,
environmental responsibility, fair labour practices and good consumer relations. The Committee’s
focus will be on overseeing ethics management and performance, and monitoring the Corporation’s
enterprise development initiative.
Finance and Investment Committee
The Finance and Investment Committee comprises three independent non-executive directors and
one non-independent non-executive director (a representative from the dti). Meetings are attended
by the Corporation’s Managment team, investment managers and the asset consultant on invitation.
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Roles and responsibilities
The Committee’s tasks include:
•

Reviewing and overseeing the execution of the annual budget

•

Reviewing and recommending to the Board an investment policy appropriate to the
Corporation’s strategy and risk appetite

•

Reviewing the actuarial report on the adequacy of technical reserves

•

Monitoring the implementation of the investment strategy and investment policy statement.

Activities in 2014/15
The Finance and Investment Committee met five times during 2014/15 to, among other activities:
•

Oversee the development of the Asset and Liability Management strategy

•

Oversee and guide the execution of the mandate given to the two new asset managers
appointed to manage US dollar funds

•

Examine the independent Statutory Actuarial Review of the ECIC’s technical reserves as at 31
March 2015

•

Provide an information session for the Board regarding:
o

The achievements and challenges experienced by the Corporation’s fund managers
and asset consultant

o

The economic outlook in South Africa and the world

•

Formulate investment strategies and policies

•

Monitor investments to ensure optimal returns

•

Ensure that the Corporation maintains sufficient liquidity for day-to-day operations and that
the portfolio of invested funds is structured to meet estimated claim liabilities as they fall due

•

Help the Board ensure effective expenditure and investment within the Corporation

•

Oversee the local mandates, the selection of the new managers and termination of managers

•

Monitor implementation of SAM.

•

Monitor the IMU shortfall.

•

Review and oversee the execution of the annual budget.

Table 12: Finance and Investment Committee attendance record 2014/15
Members

May 2014

July 2014

August 2014

Nov 2014

March 2015

Pumla Ncapayi

ü

û

û

û

û

Ernest Moagi1

û

ü

û

û

ü

Fagmeedah Petersen-Lurie

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Vuyelwa Matsiliza

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Siobhain O’Mahony

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Key
ü
û
1
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Present
Apology
Alternate to Pumla Ncapayi
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Human Resources Committee
The Human Resources Committee consists of three independent, non-executive directors and the
Chief Executive Officer.

Roles and responsibilities
This Committee’s tasks include the following:
•

Overseeing succession planning and overall human resource policies

•

Ensuring that the ECIC complies with labour legislation and regulations, and advising the Board
on human resources and labour relations issues

•

Formulating the Human Resources Strategic Plan that supports the achievement of the
Corporation’s strategy and business plans.

Activities in 2014/15
The Human Resources Committee met four times during 2014/15 to, among other activities:
•

Develop a strategic plan for the Corporation’s human resources

•

Monitor staff appointments

•

Ensure that the Corporation implements measures to retain skilled staff

•

Monitor compliance with relevant labour laws and regulations.

Table 13: Human Resources Committee attendance record 2014/15
May 2014

September
2014

November
2014

March 2015

Motshoanedi Johannes Lesejane

ü

ü

ü

ü

Thelma Thembekile Ngcobo1

ü

-

-

-

Kutoane Kutoane

ü

ü

ü

ü

Siobhain O’Mahony

û

ü

ü

ü

Andiswa Mosai2

-

ü

ü

ü

Members

Key
ü

Present

û

Apology

-

Not present because term has either ended or not yet started

1

Term as director ended 31 July 2014

2

Appointed on 1 August 2014

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee comprises the chairpersons of the Audit and Risk Committee, the
Human Resources Committee, the Finance and Investment Committee and the Board.
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Roles and responsibilities
The Remuneration Committee considers overall remuneration levels to ensure that these are fair and
in line with the corporate remuneration philosophy. Its tasks include:
•

Reviewing and making recommendations on remuneration policies for the Corporation

•

Approving the disclosure on the remuneration of executive and non-executive directors in the
remuneration report

•

Consider Board succession and determine the Board’s continuing development programme.

Activities in 2014/15
The Remuneration Committee met three times during 2014/15 to, among other activities:
•

Review the Corporation’s remuneration policies, with particular focus on revising its
performance-linked incentive scheme to attract and retain suitably skilled people. This review
is ongoing.

•

Review performance evaluations of the chief executive and the Executive Management
Committee.

Table 14: Remuneration Committee attendance record 2014/15
May 2014

June 2014

November
2014

Motshoanedi Johannes Lesejane

ü

ü

ü

Thelma Thembekile Ngcobo1

ü

ü

-

Abel Mawela2

ü

ü

ü

Fagmeedah Petersen-Lurie

ü

ü

ü

Andiswa Mosai2

-

-

ü

Members

Key
ü

Present

û

Apology

-

66

Not present because term has either ended or not yet started

1

Term as director ended 31 July 2014

2

Contract expired February 2015, reappointed by 31 March 2015
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Remuneration policy
Remuneration Philosophy
The demands of our business dictate that we should at all times have in our employ exceptional
individuals who perform at the highest level. Remuneration, reward and recognition play a key role in
facilitating the attraction, engagement, motivation and retention of such individuals. To that end our
remunerations philosphy is to remunerate and reward our employees in line with market norms.

Board remuneration
Board members receive an annual retainer plus a fee for each Board and committee meeting attended,
both of which are determined by the Minister of Trade and Industry. They are also compensated for all
costs incurred in carrying out their ECIC duties.
Board members are entitled to an annual increase after a Board evaluation report is furnished to the
Minister of Trade and Industry. No formal Board evaluation was conducted during 2013/14, therefore
the directors did not have an increase in 2014/15. An internal online evaluation was conducted to
monitor Board and committee performance.
See Table 15 for the Board members’ total remuneration in 2014/15 and 2013/14. The Remuneration
Committee is satisfied that all benefits are justified, correctly valued and suitably disclosed.
Table 15: Board members’ annual remuneration (including costs), 2013/14–2014/15 (R’000)
Non-executive directors
Motshoanedi Johannes Lesejane (chair)

2014/15

2013/14
212

233

59

236

Charl Higgo du Toit

n/a

n/a

Lefentse Radikeledi

n/a

n/a

Pumla Ncapayi

n/a

n/a

Ernest Moagi

n/a

n/a

Abel Mawela

159

176

Fagmeedah Petersen-Lurie

154

53

Vuyelwa Matsiliza

153

27

Siobhain O’Mahony

137

42

Andiswa Mosai

93

n/a

David Mosaka

n/a

63

Total

967

830

Thelma Thembekile Ngcobo

Executive remuneration
The executives’ remuneration and staff remuneration is discussed below. See Table 16 for the
remuneration of executives.
Table 16: Executive remuneration, 2013/14–2014/15 (R000)
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Name

Basic
salary

Bonus/
retainer

Pension
contribution

Cellphone
allowance

Total
2014/15

Total
2013/14

Kutoane Kutoane

2 810

1 200

0

31

4 041

1 423

Mandisi Nkuhlu

1 970

845

177

24

3 016

2 615

Sedzani Mudau

1 126

610

176

24

1 936

1 801

Lesego Mosupye

1 344

624

209

24

2 201

1 845

Lindelani Mphaphuli

1 209

610

188

22

2 029

1 802

Total

8 459

3 889

750

125

13 223

9 486

Staff remuneration
Staff members are remunerated on a cost to company methodology.
Guaranteed pay
Guaranteed pay at ECIC is made up of base pay and benefits such as medical aid, provident fund
etc. The ECIC’s benefits comply with all applicable legislation, and are aligned to the applicable local
benchmarks. The ECIC uses the Paterson grading system – which determines the grade of a job based
on various factors such as decision-making, responsibility and judgements – to determine which
jobs should receive which pay scale. The pay scales themselves are pinned on the 50th percentile
(for general positions) and 70th percentile (for critical and scarce-skills positions). In addition to the
pay scales, the ECIC benchmarks itself against other employers in the same industry each year. Any
deviations from such salaries are negotiated through the Human Resources Committee with the
approval of the Remuneration Committee. Remuneration is reviewed on an annual basis.
Short-term incentives
Short-term incentives are paid annually with the Board’s approval, taking the financial sustainability
of the ECIC into consideration. The short-term incentive scheme rewards performance based on a
“balanced scorecard” performance-appraisal process. Bonuses are discretionary. The Remuneration
Committee is in the process of the redesigning its incentive scheme. Until the new scheme is approved,
the current scheme will remain in place.
The Remuneration Committee uses the services of an external adviser to help track market trends
related to all employee levels. The ECIC’s benefits comply with legislation, and are aligned to the
applicable local benchmarks.
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Credit Insurance Committee
The Credit Insurance Committee is a statutory Committee established in terms of the Export Credit
and Foreign Investments Insurance Act to independently evaluate insurance applications, claims and
salvage actions for the Board’s approval.
Members of the Committee are appointed in consultation with the Minister of Trade and Industry.
The Committee is chaired by an ECIC executive, and the Board is represented by the Chief Executive.
Committee members include representatives of National Treasury, the South African Reserve Bank and
the Department of International Relations and Cooperation. Industry experts may be co-opted.
The Committee has the authority to evaluate and approve applications for insurance contracts within
set thresholds, subject to ratification by or notification to the Board. The Committee also evaluates and
approves amendments to insurance contracts as recommended by the Projects Executive Committee.
The Credit Insurance Committee meets every three weeks or as the need arises.

Executive Management Committee
The Executive Management Committee is chaired by the Chief Executive and, unlike the other
committees, consists of executives and senior managers that have been co-opted by the Chief
Executive.
The Executive Management Committee is assisted in its duties by the:
•

Corporate Executive Committee: Senior management sees to corporate affairs. This
Committee is chaired by the Chief Executive. It generally meets every month and helps the
Chief Executive guide and control the overall direction of the business

•

Projects Executive Committee: Project teams across the Corporation see to insurance cover
matters. Members of these teams have standing invitation to attend meetings. This Committee
is generally headed by a senior staff member (who is co-opted to the Corporate Executive
Committee), and meets twice a month, with additional meetings held as required

•

General Management Executive Committee: All heads of units/functions see to the
achievement of the ECIC’s strategic objectives. These members have standing invitation to
meetings, which are chaired by the Chief Financial Officer. They meet every six weeks

Activities in 2014/15
The Executive Management Committee met at least once a month to, among other activities:
•

Ensure that the Corporation carries out its day-to-day operations effectively and in
accordance with approved strategies, policies and procedures

•

Provide adequate and timely information to enable the Board to carry out its duties and
functions, including monitoring performance and risk exposure

•

Provide stakeholders, including regulators, with the information required to satisfy legal
and other obligations applicable to the ECIC
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Information technology governance
The Board, with the assistance of the Audit and Risk Committee, is responsible for ensuring that the
Corporation’s IT systems are properly managed and that its IT strategy aligns with its strategic objectives
and performance targets.
IT governance ensures that there are lines of accountability for maintaining and developing IT structures
and processes that add value to the Corporation and satisfy the needs of the Board, staff and other
stakeholders. IT systems should comply with rules and regulations and structured in ways that are
cognisant of the risks involved with IT systems.
The Board received quarterly reports from management on IT governance during the year under review
to help it oversee progress in implementing the IT Governance Framework. The reports highlighted
the following:
•

The IT Charter and policies

•

The IT Implementation Plan

•

Significant IT investments and expenditure

•

Significant IT risk issues

The Board is satisfied that suitable structures are in place to manage and continue developing the
Corporation’s IT strategy.
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King III checklist
Table 17: King III checklist
Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Ethical leadership and corporate citizenship
The Board of directors provides effective
leadership based on an ethical foundation.

Applied

The ECIC Board Charter commits the Board to ensuring that the
Corporation’s ethics are effectively managed. The Board is also
responsible for approving the Code of Ethics Conduct and related
policies.

Principle 1.2

The Board ensures that the ECIC is (and is
seen to be) a responsible corporate citizen.

Applied

The Social and Ethics Committee, which reports to the Board
and the shareholder, ensures the Corporation upholds its
commitment to responsible corporate citizenship.
The ECIC runs a corporate social investment programme that
focuses on investments in education, welfare and enterprise
development. These programmes will, in future, also aim to uplift
the communities in which we operate.

Principle 1.3

The Board ensures that the ECIC’s ethics
are managed effectively.

Paritally
Applied

The Board appointed the Social and Ethics Committee to help
meet ethical requirements.
Progress has been made in formalising and strengthening the
ECIC’s internal ethics framework, and appropriate structures
have been defined. Embedding this in business processes (by, for
example, including adhering to an ethical standard forming part
of individual performance assessments) will be the task of years to
come

The company’s ethics performance would be assessed,
monitored, reported and disclosed in the new year.
.
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Principle 1.1
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Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Boards and directors
The Board acts as the focal point for, and
custodian of, corporate governance.

Applied

The Board has adopted the principles of openness, integrity and
accountability as espoused in the King III Code of Corporate
Governance Principles, as outlined in this table. The Board’s roles
and responsibilities are set out in the Board Charter, which is
reviewed and updated annually.

Principle 2.2

The Board appreciates that strategy,
risk, performance and sustainability are
inseparable.

Applied

The Board bases the ECIC’s strategic outlook on identified risks
(as assessed through its Corporate Risk Register) and how they
are likely to affect performance in an environment where limited
resources may jeopardise the Corporation’s sustainability.

Principle 2.3

The Board provides effective leadership
based on an ethical foundation.

Applied

Refer to Principle 1.1.

Principle 2.4

The Board ensures that the ECIC is (and is
seen to be) a responsible corporate citizen.

Applied

Refer to Principle 1.2.

Principle 2.5

The Board ensures that the ECIC’s ethics
are managed effectively.

Applied

Refer to Principle 1.3.

Principle 2.6

The Board has ensured that the ECIC
has an effective and Independent Audit
Committee.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee has four members, all of whom
are non-executive directors. Directors are appointed by the
shareholder. The Board is satisfied that the Committee is effective
and the individual members have the appropriate skills and
experience.

Principle 2.7

The Board is responsible for the
governance of risk.

Applied

Refer to Principle 4.1.

Principle 2.8

The Board is responsible for information
technology governance.

Applied

Refer to Principle 5.1.
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Principle 2.1

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 2.9

The Board ensures that the ECIC complies
with applicable laws and considers
adherence to non-binding rules, codes
and standards.

Applied

Refer to Principle 6.1.

Principle 2.10

The Board ensures that there is an
effective risk-based internal audit.

Applied

Refer to Principle 7.1.

Principle 2.11

The Board appreciates that stakeholder
perceptions affect a company’s reputation.

Applied

Refer to Principle 8.1.

Principle 2.12

The Board ensures the integrity of the
ECIC’s integrated report.

Applied

Refer to Principle 9.1.

Principle 2.13

The Board reports on the effectiveness of
the company’s internal controls.

Applied

The auditor reports on the effectiveness of the Corporation’s
internal controls to the Board, which submits a quarterly
performance report to the dti.

Principle 2.14

The Board and its directors act in the best
interests of the Corporation.

Applied

The directors are given induction training on joining the Board
and have committed themselves to remaining mindful of their
fiduciary responsibilities. The Board Charter allows directors
to seek external guidance regarding their fiduciary duties and
responsibilities.
The directors ensure that the long-term sustainability, ethical
and environmental impact of the ECIC’s activities are taken into
consideration in all Board activities and decisions.
The company secretary maintains a register of directors’ interests.
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Principle
number
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74

Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 2.15

The Board considers business rescue
proceedings or other turnaround
mechanisms as soon as the company is/
may be financially distressed as defined in
the Companies Act.

Applied

Although the ECIC abides by the Companies Act, it is primarily
governed by the PFMA and Financial Services Board regulations,
both of which specify stricter guidelines when it comes to
financial management.

The Corporation’s solvency and liquidity is also continuously
monitored by the Finance and Investment Committee.
The Board closely monitors the Corporation’s cash projections.
Principle 2.16

the dti appoints the chairperson from the group of non-executive
directors. The chief executive does not also fulfil the role of chair
of the Board.

The Board should elect a chairperson who
is an independent, non-executive director.
The chief executive of the ECIC should not
also fulfil the role of chair of the Board.

Applied

Principle 2.17

The Board should appoint the Chief
Executive Officer and establish a
framework for the delegation of authority.

Partially applied

The shareholder appoints the chief executive based on the
Board’s recommendations. A framework for delegating the
Board’s authority is in place.

Principle 2.18

The Board comprises a balance of power,
with a majority of non-executive directors.
The majority of non-executive directors
are independent.

Applied

The shareholder appoints all the directors. The independence of
non-executive directors is not evaluated. The directors typically
classified as non-executive non-independent directors are
representatives of government departments.

There is a clear division of responsibilities between the
chairperson and the chief executive to ensure a balance of power
within the Corporation and that no individual has unrestricted
decision-making powers.
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Processes are in place for the Audit and Risk Committee to assess
the ECIC’s liquidity and going concern before recommending
financial statements to the Board for approval.

Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 2.19

Directors are appointed through a formal
process.

Partially applied

The Remuneration Committee’s mandate has been extended to
include helping the Board and/or the dti identify suitable Board
candidates. The chairperson represents the Board in the dti’s
processes for appointing new directors.

Principle 2.20

The induction, ongoing training and
development of directors is conducted
through a formal process.

Applied

The company secretary is responsible for inducting new directors,
keeping them informed about regulatory and legislative changes,
and guiding them regarding their responsibilities and duties.
Existing directors also attend new director induction.
The Board considers the directors’ ongoing training needs.
Training is arranged accordingly. During the period under review,
most of the training focused on the SAM programme, its impact
on the ECIC and what responsibilities it would bring for the Board.

Principle 2.21

The Board is assisted by a competent,
suitably qualified and experienced
company secretary.

Applied

The Board is satisfied that the company secretary is suitably
qualified to carry out her duties.

Principle 2.22

The evaluation of the Board, its
committees and individual directors is
performed every year.

Partially applied

The Board and its committees are evaluated on an annual basis.
The chairperson meets with individual directors on a one-onone basis at least once a year to discuss matters relevant to their
directorship.
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the dti appoints directors and issues letters of appointment. The
letter highlights the directors’ duties. The Code of Ethics, Board
Charter, Corporation’s insurance policy and the determination of
remuneration are contained in separate documents to the letter
of appointment.
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Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 2.23

The Board delegates certain functions
to well-structured committees without
abdicating its own responsibilities.

Applied

A comprehensive internal delegation of authority framework,
within which the committees and management operate, is in
place.

Each of these committees operates under formal terms of
reference, which are reviewed annually. The Board assesses each
Board committee’s performance annually.
Principle 2.24

A governance framework has been agreed
between the ECIC and its subsidiaries’
Boards.

Not applied

The ECIC does not have subsidiaries.

Principle 2.25

The ECIC remunerates its directors and
executives fairly and responsibly.

Applied

The Remuneration Committee considers the overall remuneration
levels to ensure that they are fair and in line with the corporate
remuneration policy.
The committee reviews the remuneration policy annually and
recommends it for approval at the Board’s annual general
meeting.
Remuneration is performance-based and includes shortterm incentive options incorporating an element of company
performance.

Principle 2.26

The ECIC has disclosed the remuneration
of each individual director and prescribed
officer.

Applied

See Table 16 and Table 17.
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The Board’s committees are the Social and Ethics Committee,
the Remuneration Committee, the Finance and Investment
Committee, the Audit and Risk Committee and the Human
Resources Committee. The Executive Committee is the
management committee, which helps the chief executive in the
day-to-day running of the business.

Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 2.27

The shareholder has approved the ECIC’s
remuneration policy.

Applied

The Board has approved the ECIC’s staff remuneration policy
(including executive remuneration). The shareholder issues a nonbinding advisory vote on the staff policy at the Board’s annual
general meeting.
The shareholder approves the remuneration policy for nonexecutive directors.

Principle 3.1

The Board has ensured that the ECIC
has an effective and independent audit
committee.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee’s terms of reference have been
approved by the Board. Meetings are attended by representatives
of the Office of the Auditor-General South Africa, the group Chief
Financial Officer of the dti, the external auditor and the internal
auditor. The Audit and Risk Committee’s effectiveness is assessed
yearly.

Principle 3.2

The ECIC’s audit committee members
are suitably skilled and experienced
independent non-executive directors.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee has four members, all of whom
are non-executive directors. All directors are appointed by the
shareholder.
The Board is satisfied that the Audit and Risk Committee
contains the appropriate level of skills and experience to fulfil the
committee’s duties and responsibilities. Committee members may
consult independent advisers, subject to Board approval.

Principle 3.3

The ECIC’s audit committee is chaired by
an independent non-executive director.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee is chaired by a suitably skilled,
independent non-executive director and is always present at the
committee’s annual general meeting.

Principle 3.4

The audit committee oversees integrated
reporting.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee reviews and approves relevant
aspects of the Integrated Report prior to approval by the Board
and the report’s publication.
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Audit committees
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King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 3.5

The audit committee has ensured that
a combined assurance model has been
applied, which provides a coordinated
approach to all assurance activities.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee approves the ECIC’s combined
assurance model once a year. This model ensures that various
assurance providers work together to assure the Board that key
risks are managed, and that assurance activities are coordinated
and use resources efficiently and effectively.

Principle 3.6

The audit committee is satisfied with the
expertise, resources and experience of the
ECIC’s finance function.

Applied

The finance division is reviewed through both internal and
external audit processes.
The Chief Financial Officer’s assessment was conducted by the
chief executive and the Remuneration Committee in 2014/15 but
will be conducted by the Audit Committee as of 2015/16.
The Audit and Risk Committee annually reviews the performance
and effectiveness of the finance function. The committee is
satisfied that the Chief Financial Officer has the appropriate
expertise and experience, and that the finance function is suitably
resourced and has skilled senior members.

Principle 3.7

The audit committee is responsible for
overseeing the internal audit process.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee oversees the internal audit process,
including the approval of internal audit’s annual audit plan. The
committee also assesses the performance of the internal audit
firm and the internal audit function.

Principle 3.8

The audit committee is an integral
component of the risk management
process.

Applied

The Board has assigned oversight of the ECIC’s risk management
function to the Audit and Risk Committee. The committee
oversees financial reporting risks, internal financial controls, and
fraud and IT risk.
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Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 3.9

The ECIC’s audit committee is responsible
for recommending the appointment of
the external auditor and overseeing the
external audit process.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee oversees the external audit process
and reviews the appointment and independence of the external
auditor.

Principle 3.10

The audit committee has reported to the
Board and the shareholders as to how it
has discharged its duties.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee reports to the Board. At each
Board meeting, the chairperson of the committee provides
feedback to the Board on the committee’s activities. An Audit and
Risk Committee report is also presented at the annual general
meeting. A summary of this report is in the annual financial
statements within this report (page 87).

The governance of risk
Principle 4.1

The Board is responsible for the
governance of risk.

Applied

Overall responsibility for managing risk within the ECIC rests with
the Board. All ECIC employees are responsible for implementing
risk-management measures. The Audit and Risk Committee
reviews the effectiveness of the risk-management system, and
receives formal feedback from the Risk Management Function at
every committee meeting. The committee reviews and approves
the risk management policy and framework on an annual basis.

Principle 4.2

The Board has determined the levels of risk
tolerance.

Applied

The Board has determined risk tolerance thresholds.

Principle 4.3

The ECIC’s risk committee and/or audit
committee has assisted the Board in
carrying out its risk responsibilities.

Applied

The Board assigned the oversight of the ECIC’s risk management
function to the Audit and Risk Committee.
Executive management has a standing invitation to attend the
Audit and Risk Committee, and actively participates in discussions
around risk matters. The Board monitors the committee’s riskrelated work on an ongoing basis.
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Principle
number
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80

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 4.4

The Board has delegated to management
the responsibility to design, implement and
monitor the risk management plan.

Applied

The executives and business-unit managers are responsible for
ensuring that risk-management practices are implemented.

Principle 4.5

The Board has ensured that risk
assessments are performed on a continual
basis.

Applied

Identified risks are regularly reviewed to monitor significant
changes. Key risk indicators are used in conjunction with the
Risk Appetite Dashboard to monitor relevant risks and controls
highlighted in the risk and control self-assessment process. Risk
registers are produced by each business unit on a quarterly basis
to monitor and track the progress of risk actions.

Principle 4.6

The Board has ensured that frameworks
and methodologies are implemented to
increase the probability of anticipating
unpredictable risks.

Applied

The Board has delegated the management of risk to the Audit
and Risk Committee, which constantly scans the operating
environment and reports on possible emerging risks to the Board
and executive on a quarterly basis.

Principle 4.7

The Board has ensured that management
has considered and has implemented
appropriate risk responses.

Applied

The risk register defines the key risks faced by each of the units
and their ratings, with further detail of rating rationale, key issues
and remedial actions for risks outside the tolerance level. Details
of all risks that have moved into or out of the tolerance levels are
also provided.

Principle 4.8

The Board has ensured continual risk
monitoring by management.

Applied

Risks and the action plans are constantly being monitored. Each
business unit produces a risk register on a quarterly basis.

Principle 4.9

The Board has received assurance
regarding the effectiveness of the risk
management process.

Applied

The internal audit function provides assurance regarding the
effectiveness of the risk-management process.

The ECIC has appointed a Chief Risk Officer, who is responsible
for helping the Board and senior management execute their
duties with regard to managing risk. The Chief Risk Officer has
unrestricted access to executive committees, the Board and
Board committees.
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Principle
number

Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 4.10

The Board has ensured that there are
processes in place that enable complete,
timely, relevant, accurate and accessible
risk disclosure to stakeholders.

Applied

Risk registers are produced on a quarterly basis. This report
includes the Corporation’s Risk Appetite Dashboard, listing key
risks and their related tolerance levels.

Applied

The Board has delegated the responsibility for ensuring that
the Corporation implements appropriate system security, data
integrity and business-continuity processes to the Audit and Risk
Committee.

The governance of information technology (IT)
Principle 5.1

The Chief Risk Officer provides feedback to the Board/Audit and
Risk Committee on all IT-related matters.
Principle 5.2

IT has been aligned with the performance
and sustainability objectives of the ECIC.

Applied

The Board ensures that the ECIC’s IT strategy aligns with its
strategic objectives and performance targets.

Principle 5.3

The Board has delegated to management
the responsibility for the implementation
of an IT governance framework.

Partially

The Chief Risk Officer is responsible for IT and IT governance in
the Corporation.

The Board monitors and evaluates
significant IT investments and expenditure.

Applied

Principle 5.4

applied

The Board receives a report on IT governance, including
significant IT investments and expenditure, on a quarterly basis.
The external auditors also provide assurance to the Audit and Risk
Committee on general IT controls.

Principle 5.5

Principle 5.6

IT is an integral part of the ECIC’s risk
management plan.

Partially

The Board ensures that information assets
are managed effectively.

Applied

applied

IT governance is a standing Board agenda item and risks relating
to IT are assessed on a regular basis. A consolidated business
continuity plan incorporating IT is currently being developed.
The ECIC has separated its IT systems from that of the dti.
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The Board is responsible for IT
governance.
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King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 5.7

A risk committee and audit committee
assists the ECIC’s Board in carrying out its
IT responsibilities.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee helps the Board with IT
governance. The committee is responsible for ensuring that all
IT-related risks are adequately addressed in the risk-management
reports; that no IT-related issues have a material impact on the
financial results of the Corporation; and that the external auditors
review the effectiveness of the general controls environment as
part of the standard audit process.

Applied

The Board is responsible for ensuring that the Corporation
complies with applicable laws and considers adhering to nonbinding rules, codes and standards.

Compliance with laws, codes, rules and standards
Principle 6.1

The Board ensures that the ECIC complies
with applicable laws and considers
adherence to non-binding rules, codes
and standards.

The Audit and Risk Committee helps the Board oversee
compliance-related matters.
ECIC has a compliance function, which is responsible for helping
the Board and the executive and senior management teams
implement appropriate frameworks and processes to ensure that
the Corporation complies with all relevant, applicable legislation.
The compliance function also supports the business in
implementing new and amended regulatory requirements.
Regular reports are presented to the Committee.
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Principle
number

Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 6.2

The Board and each individual director
have a working understanding of the
effect of applicable laws, rules, codes and
standards on the ECIC and its business.

Applied

The company secretary keeps the Board informed about
legislative developments through frequent information sessions.

Compliance risk forms an integral part of
the ECIC’s risk management process.

Applied

Principle 6.3

Each of the directors has a working understanding of the effect of
the applicable laws, rules, standards and codes.

Regulatory risk is included in the ECIC’s Risk Appetite Dashboard,
as approved by the Board.
Principle 6.4

The Board delegates to management the
implementation of an effective compliance
framework and related processes.

Applied

The legislative and regulatory environment is scanned on a regular
basis. Compliance reports are presented to the Audit and Risk
Committee.
Management assesses the extent of compliance and the likely
effect proposed legislation and regulations will have on the ECIC’s
activities. Where non-compliance is identified, management
develops an action plan detailing corrective action.
Capacity constraints affect management’s ability to monitor and
report on legislative requirements, affecting its ability to provide
regular assurance. However, compliance structures are maturing
and the degree of assurance provided on the effectiveness of
compliance controls is improving.
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The compliance function works closely with the enterprise
risk-management team to ensure that the regulatory exposures
within the Corporation are appropriately reported within the risk
management framework.
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Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

The Board ensures that there is an
effective risk-based internal audit.

Applied

Internal audit is an independent, outsourced assurance function,
the purpose, authority and responsibility of which are formally
defined in a charter approved by the Board in line with stipulations
of the Institute of Internal Auditors.

Internal audit
Principle 7.1

Internal audit also assesses internal control and risk-management
systems on an annual basis to objectively evaluate the
effectiveness of risk management and the internal control
framework.
The analysis and evaluation of business processes and associated
controls form part of a three-year, risk-based rolling audit plan.
Principle 7.2

Internal audit follows a risk-based
approach to its plan.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee approves the annual audit plan and
strategy, which considers the risks as reflected on the business
risk registers, including strategic risks.

Principle 7.3

Internal audit provides a written
assessment of the effectiveness of the
ECIC’s system of internal controls and risk
management.

Applied

Internal audit reports are generated on a yearly basis and tabled at
the Audit and Risk Committee.

Principle 7.4

The audit committee is responsible for
overseeing the internal audit process.

Applied

The Audit and Risk Committee oversees the internal audit
process, including the approval of internal audit’s annual audit
plan. The committee also assesses the performance of the
internal audit firm and the internal audit function. The internal
audit executive reports functionally to the chairperson of the Audit
and Risk Committee.
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Internal audit prepares a risk-based audit plan in consultation
with management on an annual basis. The annual audit plan
considers the risks identified by management. Governance-related
issues such as ethics, fraud management, quality control, risk
management and compliance are covered either by means of
specific, focused audits (as per audit plan) or indirectly through
the audits performed.

Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 7.5

Internal audit is strategically positioned to
achieve its objectives.

Applied

The internal audit function reports to the Board through the Audit
and Risk Committee. The internal auditor is invited to attend all
Audit and Risk Committee meetings.

The Audit and Risk Committee approves the internal audit work
plan on an annual basis. Any changes to the plan are tabled for
approval at committee meetings.
Governing stakeholder relationships
Principle 8.1

The Board appreciates that stakeholder
perceptions affect a company’s reputation.

Applied

The Social and Ethics Committee ensures that transparent
communication is in place for stakeholders on issues that affect
them and the ECIC’s sustainability. The company’s reputation,
brand and relationship with its stakeholders are standing agenda
items at Social and Ethics Committee meetings.

Principle 8.2

The Board delegates to management
the authority to proactively deal with
stakeholder relationships.

Applied

The Board delegated the responsibility to monitor and oversee
the corporation’s relationship with its stakeholders to the Social
and Ethics Committee. The Board adopted the Communication
Policy proposed by management during 2014/15.

Principle 8.3

The Board strives to achieve the
appropriate balance between its various
stakeholder groupings in the best interests
of the Corporation.

Applied

The Communication Policy guides stakeholder engagement and
will be implemented in the next year.

Principle 8.4

The ECIC ensures the equitable treatment
of shareholders.

Applied

The ECIC acts in accordance with the Companies Act regarding
the treatment of its shareholder.
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Internal audit has unrestricted access to the chairperson of the
Audit and Risk Committee and the Board, as well as the chief
executive. The function obtains its mandate from the Audit and
Risk Committee and reports on audit plan progress and results at
each of the Audit Committee meetings.
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Principle
number

King III principle

Applied/partially
applied/not
applied

Comments

Principle 8.5

Transparent and effective communication
with stakeholders is essential for building
and maintaining their trust and confidence.

Partially

The Communication Policy guide and the Complaints
Management Policy guide engagement with various stakeholders,
including public relations and query management. All stakeholder
communication and press releases are included within this
framework and dedicated professionals will coordinate these
activities going forward.

applied

Principle 8.6

The Board ensures that disputes are
resolved effectively and as expeditiously as
possible.

Applied

Dispute resolution procedures are in place to resolve disputes
quickly and effectively.

Integrated reporting and disclosure
Principle 9.1

The Board ensures the integrity of the
ECIC’s integrated report.

Applied

The Board, along with the Audit and Risk Committee, reviewed
this report before adoption.

Principle 9.2

Sustainability reporting and disclosure
are integrated with the ECIC’s financial
reporting.

Applied

The integrated report discusses the ECIC’s inputs and its business
model. Reporting is done in line with various guidelines, including
the Framework on International Integrated Reporting and the King
Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2009 (King III).
The integrated report discloses details of how the Board has
satisfied itself that risk assessments, responses and interventions
are effective. Whilst the risk management process is described in
the integrated report, the Board’s view on its effectiveness will be
included in future.
The integrated report also includes reasons for refusing requests
for information that may have been lodged with the entity in
terms of the Protection of Access to Information Act (2000).

Principle 9.3

Sustainability reporting and disclosure are
independently assured.

Not applied

The Corporation is refining its integrated reporting process.
Assurance for identified areas will be considered in future.
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ECIC’s Stakeholder Relations function is being strengthened
in order to intensify stakeholder engagement, advocacy and
strategic dialogue.
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Audit and Risk Committee report
The Audit and Risk Committee (committee) presents its report for the financial year ended 31 March
2015. The committee is a statutory committee whose membership is appointed at the Annual General
Meeting.
TERMS OF REFERENCE
The committee has adopted its formal terms of reference as approved by the Board. The committee
has discharged these responsibilities and conducted its affairs in compliance with these terms of
reference.
ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Governance of risk
The committee fulfils an oversight role on financial reporting risks, internal financial controls,
compliance risks, fraud risk as it relates to financial reporting, and information technology risks as
these relate to financial reporting.
Internal audit
The committee is responsible for the appointment, compensation, retention and oversight of the
internal auditor which is responsible for reviewing and providing assurance on the adequacy of the
internal control environment. This function is outsourced to Nkonki Inc. The risk-based internal audit
plan for FY2014/2015 was approved by the committee.. The engagement partner of the internal audit
firm reports the findings of the internal audit work to the committee on a regular basis. Internal audit
reports functionally to the committee chairperson and operationally to the Chief Risk Officer. The
committee also assessed the performance of the internal audit firm and the internal audit function.
During the year under review, the committee also met with the external auditors and with the internal
auditors without management being present. The committee considers internal audit to be functioning
effectively and to have addressed material risks pertinent to the Company in its audit.
External auditor appointment and independence
The committee is satisfied with the independence and objectivity of PricewaterhouseCoopers, the
external auditors. It has met with the external auditors to ensure there were no unresolved issues.
Financial statements and accounting practices
The committee has reviewed the accounting policies and the financial statements of the ECIC and is
satisfied that they are appropriate and comply with the IFRS and the requirements of the Companies
Act.
Internal financial controls
A high-level review of the design, implementation and effectiveness of the Company’s internal financial
controls was performed as per the internal audit plan. The review was aimed at providing comfort on
financial reporting controls which are relied on in preparing the annual financial statements. Based on
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information and explanations given by management and the internal auditors, and discussions with
the independent external auditors on the result of their audit, the committee believes the system of
internal control for the review period was adequate, efficient and effective.
Finance function
The committee is satisfied that Ms Sedzani Mudau, the Chief Financial Officer, has appropriate
expertise and experience to meet her responsibilities in that position. Furthermore, the committee has
considered and has satisfied itself of the appropriateness of the expertise and adequacy of resources
of the finance function.
Integrated report
The committee has reviewed the integrated report of the ECIC for the year ended 31 March 2015 and
submits that management is presenting an appropriate view of the entity’s position and performance.
Evaluation of financial statements
The committee has evaluated the annual financial statements of the ECIC for the year ended 31 March
2015. It has also reviewed:
•

The external auditors’ report

•

The ECIC’s compliance with applicable laws and regulations

•

Information on predetermined objectives included in the annual report

•

Any significant adjustments resulting from the audit.

Based on information provided by management, internal audit and external audit, the committee
considers that these statements comply, in all material respects, with the requirements of the PFMA,
and the basis of preparation as set out in the accounting policies in note 1.2 of the annual financial
statements. The committee concurs that adopting the going-concern assertion in preparing the
annual financial statements is appropriate.
At its special meeting on 25 June 2015, the committee recommended the approval of the financial
statements to the Board.

Abel Makalene Mawela
Chairperson: Audit and Risk Committee
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Director’s Responsibility Statement
The board of directors is responsible for the preparation, integrity and fair presentation of the
financial statements. The external auditors are responsible for independently reviewing and reporting
on the financial statements. The board acknowledges its duty to ensure balanced content and fair
presentation that provides a comprehensive assessment of the performance of the Corporation for
the financial year ended 31 March 2015.
In terms of the Companies Act (2008), the directors are required to maintain adequate accounting
records and to prepare annual financial statements that fairly present the Corporation’s financial
position at year‑end and the results and cash flows for the year.
To enable the board to discharge its responsibilities, management has developed and continues
to implement standards and systems of internal controls to provide reasonable assurance as to
the integrity and reliability of the financial statements and to safeguard, verify and maintain the
accountability of the corporation’s assets. The board has ultimate responsibility for this system of
internal controls and reviews the effectiveness of its operations, primarily through the Audit and Risk
Committee.
The internal controls include risk‑based systems of accounting and administrative controls designed
to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded and that transactions
are executed and recorded in accordance with sound business practices and the ECIC’s written
policies and procedures.
As part of internal controls, the Corporation’s internal audit function conducts inspections, financial
and specific audits. The external auditors are responsible for reporting on the corporation’s annual
financial statements. The annual financial statements were audited by the independent auditor,
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc., which was given unrestricted access to all financial records and
related data, including minutes of meetings of the Board and committees of the board. The directors
believe that all representations made to the independent auditors during their audit were valid and
appropriate.
The Corporation’s annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards and incorporate responsible disclosures in line with the accounting
policies. The appropriate accounting policies are consistently applied except as otherwise stated and
supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates.
The performance information fairly reflects the operations, actual output against planned targets
for performance indicators as per the ECIC’s Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan for
the financial year ended 31 March 2015. The performance information has been reported on in
accordance with the requirements of the guidelines on annual reports as issued by National Treasury.
Based on the information received from management, as well as the internal and external auditors,
nothing has come to the attention of the directors to indicate a material breakdown in the systems
of internal control during the year under review.
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Disclosure in terms of section 55(2)(b) of the PFMA
• Particulars of material losses through criminal conduct and any irregular expenditure and fruitless
and wasteful expenditure that occurred during the year: refer to note 22.1 of the Annual Financial
Statements
• Particulars of any criminal or disciplinary steps taken as a consequence of such losses or irregular
expenditure or fruitless and wasteful expenditure: there were no instances where the ECIC sustained
material losses.
• Particulars of any losses recovered or written off: no material losses were recovered or written off
other than in the ordinary course of business.
• Particulars of any financial assistance received from the state and commitments made by the state
on behalf of the ECIC: no such financial assistance was received.
The directors have a reasonable expectation that the ECIC has adequate resources to operate in the
foreseeable future and have adopted the going‑concern basis in preparing the financial statements.
The financial statements of the ECIC for the year ended 31 March 2015, that appear on pages 94 to
149 were approved by the Board of Directors on 25 June 2015 and are signed on its behalf by:

MJ Lesejane

A Mawela

Independent auditors’ report
Independent auditor’s report to Parliament
Report on the financial statements of the Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd.

Company Secretary Certificate
In accordance with section 88(2)(e) of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, as amended (the Act), it is
hereby certified that the Corporation has lodged with the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission all such returns as are required of the Corporation in terms of the Act and that such returns
are true, correct and up to date.

L Mphaphuli
Company Secretary
8 August 2015
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Independent Auditors Report
Introduction
We have audited the financial statements of the Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa
SOC Ltd set out on pages 94 to 149, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March
2015, the statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity, and statement of cash
flows for the year then ended, as well as the notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory information.
Accounting Authority’s responsibility for the financial statements
The board of directors, which constitutes the accounting authority, is responsible for the preparation
and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards and the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa and the
Companies Act of South Africa, and for such internal control as the accounting authority determines is
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require
that we comply with ethical requirements, and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our audit opinion.
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Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
the Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd as at 31 March 2015 and its financial
performance and cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa and
the Companies Act of South Africa.
Other
We draw attention to the matter below. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.
Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
In accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) and the general
notice issued in terms thereof, we have a responsibility to report findings on the reported performance
information against predetermined objectives for the selected objectives presented in the annual
report, non-compliance with legislation and internal control. We performed tests to identify reportable
findings as described under each subheading but not to gather evidence to express assurance on
these matters. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion or conclusion on these matters.
Predetermined objectives
We performed procedures to obtain evidence about the usefulness and reliability of the reported
performance information for the following selected objectives presented in the annual performance
report of the public entity for the year ended 31 March 2015:
•
•
•
•

Objective 1: Facilitate export trade and investments;
Objective 4: Create a professional, competitive and customer-focused workplace;
Objective 5: Foster greater awareness of risk throughout the enterprise; and
Objective 6: Ensure effective stewardship.

We evaluated the reported performance information against the overall criteria of usefulness and
reliability.
We evaluated the usefulness of the reported performance information to determine whether it was
presented in accordance with the National Treasury’s annual reporting principles and whether the
reported performance was consistent with the planned objectives. We further performed tests to
determine whether indicators and targets were well defined, verifiable, specific, measurable, time
bound and relevant, as required by the National Treasury’s Framework for managing programme
performance information (FMPPI).
We assessed the reliability of the reported performance information to determine whether it was valid,
accurate and complete.
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We did not identify any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance
information for the selected objectives.
Additional matter
Although we identified no material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance
information for the selected objectives, we draw attention to the following matter:
Achievement of planned targets
Refer to the annual performance report on pages 36 to 38 for information on the achievement of the
planned targets for the year.
Compliance with legislation
We performed procedures to obtain evidence that the public entity has complied with legislation
regarding financial matters, financial management and other related matters. We did not identify any
instances of material non-compliance with specific matters in key legislation, as set out in the general
notice issued in terms of the PAA.
Internal control
We considered internal control relevant to our audit of the financial statements, performance
against predetermined objectives and compliance with legislation. We did not identify any significant
deficiencies in internal control.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
Director: Victor Muguto
Registered auditor
Johannesburg
31 July 2015
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Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 March 2015

2015

2014

Note(s)

R ‘000

R ‘000

Property plant and equipment

6

7 062

4 978

Intangible assets

7

2 243

-

Financial assets at fair value through profit and
loss

8

2 582 549

4 993 017

Trade and other receivables

9

1 554 050

428 722

Cash and cash equivalents

10

3 817 639

122 950

1 020

-

7 964 563

5 549 667

Assets

Current tax receivable
Total assets
Equity and liabilities
Equity
Share capital and premium

11

316 051

316 051

Capital adequacy requirement

12

1 001 853

89 818

Retained earnings

1 318 293

2 162 538

Foreign currency translation reserve

1 688 042

1 168 560

Total equity

4 324 239

3 736 967

3 566 925

1 730 784

Liabilities
Insurance contract liabilities

94

Provision for unearned premiums

13.1

2 779 345

1 070 956

Provision for unexpired risks

13.2

176 558

142 774

Provision for claims reserves

13.3

611 022

517 054

Deferred tax

14

38 350

42 012

Employee benefit liability

15

3 209

2 296

Trade and other payables

16

31 840

20 496

Current tax payable

26

-

17 112

Total liabilities

3 640 324

1 812 700

Total equity and liabilities

7 964 563

5 549 667
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Statement of Comprehensive Income
for the year ended 31 March 2015

Note(s)
Insurance premium revenue

2015

2014

R ‘000

R ‘000

1 788 350

130 642

Change in unearned premiums

13.1

(1 396 118)

175 199

Change in unexpired risks

13.2

(12 233)

(41 698)

379 999

264 143

14 314

711

Net insurance premium revenue
Assessment fees
Net investment income

18

277 102

243 750

Loss on exchange differences

19

(353 392)

(361 524)

Other income

21

38

164

318 061

147 244

60 766

167 835

74 877

197 365

(14 111)

(29 530)

(356)

(89)

(96 559)

(80 787)

Net income
Claims incurred
Salvages received
Change in claims reserves

13.3

Commission paid
Operating expenses

22

Interest expense

23

-

(11)

Corporate social investment

(4 399)

(5 220)

Profit before taxation

277 513

228 972

(209 723)

(185 053)

67 790

43 919

519 483

468 177

587 273

512 096

Taxation

24

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income:
Currency translation differences
Total comprehensive income for the year

20
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Statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 31 March 2015

Balance at 01 April 2013

Foreign
currency
translation
reserve

Capital
adequacy
requirement

Total
reserves

Retained
earnings

Total
equity

R ‘000

R ‘000

R ‘000

R ‘000

R ‘000

R ‘000

316 051

700 383

408 004

1 108 387

1 800 433

3 224 871

Profit for the year

-

-

-

-

43 919

43 919

Effect of translation to
presentation currency

-

468 177

-

468 177

-

468 177

Total comprehensive income
for the year

-

468 177

-

468 177

43 919

512 096

Transfer from capital
adequacy requirement

-

-

(318 186)

(318 186)

318 186

-

316 051

1 168 560

89 818

1 258 378

2 162 538

3 736 967

Profit for the year

-

-

-

-

67 790

67 790

Effect of translation to
presentation currency

-

519 482

-

519 482

-

519 482

Total comprehensive income
for the year

-

519 482

-

519 482

67 790

587 272

Transfer to capital adequacy
requirement

-

-

912 035

912 035

(912 035)

-

316 051

1 688 042

1 001 853

2 689 895

1 318 293

4 324 239

Balance at 01 April 2014

Balance at 31 March 2015
Note(s)

96
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Statement of cash flows
for the year ended 31 March 2015

Note(s)

2015

2014

R ‘000

R ‘000

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from underwriting activities

25

Interest income on financial assets designated on fair value
Interest received on cash and cash equivalent and other
Dividends received
Interest paid
Taxation paid

26

Net cash from operating activities

793 060

439 151

172 444

145 455

-

13 395

20 235

17 116

-

(11)

(231 517)

(227 773)

754 222

387 333

Cash flows from investing activities
Net acquisition of fixed assets

6

(2 653)

(4 618)

Sale of property, plant and equipment

6

33

8

Purchase of other intangible assets

7

(2 156)

-

-

(3 036 577)

Sale of financial assets

2 497 003

291 427

Net cash from investing activities

2 492 227

(2 749 760)

Increase in cash and cash equivalents

3 246 449

(2 362 427)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

122 950

2 223 410

Effect of translation on cash and cash equivalents

450 770

263 366

(2 530)

(1 399)

3 817 639

122 950

Purchase of financial assets

Unrealised foreign exchange (loss) on cash and cash
equivalents
Total cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

10
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Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1.

Accounting Policies

1.1

General Information

The ECIC is a state owned entity incorporated in South Africa. The nature of risk underwritten by
the company in pursuant to its objectives as set out in the Export Credit and Foreign Investment
Re‑insurance Act of 1957, as amended are set out in note 3.
The principal accounting policies are set out below. These policies have been consistently applied
to all years presented unless otherwise stated. Current and future changes in accounting policies will
include the following;
(a) New standards, amendments and interpretations adopted by the Corporation in the current
financial year:
IAS 32, ‘Financial instruments (effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014):
Presentation’, that clarify some of the requirements for offsetting financial assets and financial
liabilities on the balance sheet.
IAS 36, ‘Impairment of assets’ These amendments address the disclosure of information about the
recoverable amount of impaired assets if that amount is based on fair value less cost of disposal.
None of the above amendments have a material impact on the company’s financial statements.
(b) New standards, amendments and interpretations issued but not effective for the financial year
beginning 1 January 2018 and not early adopted.
IFRS 9, ‘Financial instruments: Presentation’(effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January
2018):This IFRS is part of the IASB’s project to replace IAS 39. IFRS 9 addresses classification and
measurement of financial assets and replaces the multiple classification and measurement models in
IAS 39 with a single model that has only two classification categories: amortised cost and fair value..
IFRS 9, ‘Financial instruments’ to include guidance on financial liabilities and derecognition of
financial instruments. The accounting and presentation for financial liabilities and for derecognising
financial instruments has been relocated from IAS 39, ‘Financial instruments: Recognition and
measurement’, without change, except for financial liabilities that are designated at fair value through
profit or loss.
Amendments to IFRS 9: Financial instruments’ that delays the effective date to annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2018. The original effective date was for annual periods beginning
on or after from 1 January 2013. This amendment is a result of the board extending its timeline
for completing the remaining phases of its project to replace IAS 39 (for example, impairment and
hedge accounting) beyond June 2011, as well as the delay in the insurance project. The amendment
confirms the importance of allowing entities to apply the requirements of all the phases of the
project to replace IAS 39 at the same time. The requirement to restate comparatives and the
disclosures required on transition have also been modified.
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Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

Amendments to IAS 16 and 38: In this amendment the IASB has clarified that the use of revenue
based methods to calculate the depreciation of an asset is not appropriate because revenue
generated by an activity that includes the use of an asset generally reflects factors other than the
consumption of the economic benefits embodied in the asset. The IASB has also clarified that
revenue is generally presumed to be an inappropriate basis for measuring the consumption of the
economic benefits embodied in an intangible asset.
None of the above amendments have a material impact on the company’s financial statements.
1.2 Basis of preparation
The annual financial statements of the company are prepared on the going concern basis in accordance
with the International Financial Reporting Standards as defined by IAS 1 and the Companies Act, 2008.
The annual financial statements are prepared on the historical cost basis, adjusted by the revaluation
of financial assets that are measured at revalued amounts or fair value and translation of functional
currency to the presentation currency as explained in the accounting policies below. While the
company is domiciled in South Africa its functional currency is US dollar with the rand as its presentation
currency, rounded to the nearest thousand.
1.3 Use of estimates and judgments
The preparation of the annual financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management
to make judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported
amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. The estimates and associated assumptions are
based on historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under
the circumstances, the results of which form the basis of making judgments about carrying values of
assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from the
estimates. The most significant judgments, estimates and assumptions relate to insurance contract
liabilities detailed in note 2.
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Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

1.4
Recognition and measurement of insurance contracts
Insurance contracts are those contracts under which the company accepts significant insurance risk
from the policyholder by agreeing to compensate the policyholder or other beneficiary if the insured
event adversely affects them. Such contracts may also transfer financial risk.
1.4.1 Gross written premiums
Gross written premiums comprise the premiums on insurance contracts entered into during the
year, irrespective of whether they relate in whole or in part to a later accounting period. Premiums
are recognised in the period in which conditions to the policy are met. Premiums are disclosed gross
of commission to intermediaries and exclude applicable taxes.
The earned portion of premiums written is recognised as revenue. Premiums are earned from the
date of attachment of risk, over the period of the policy, based on the underlying risk underwritten.
Premiums on reinsurance assumed are included in gross written premiums and accounted for as if
the reinsurance was considered direct business.
1.4.2 Unearned premium provision
A provision for unearned premiums is created for that portion of premiums written in the current
and past financial years which is attributable to subsequent years. The earned portion of premiums
written is recognised as revenue, based on the pattern of risks underwritten. The provision is
computed separately for each insurance contract.
1.4.3 Unexpired risk provision
An unexpired risk provision is made for any deficiencies where unearned premiums are expected
to be insufficient, on the current pricing basis, to meet expected claims and expenses after taking
into account the future investment return on the financial assets supporting the unearned premium
provision of policies in force at the statement of financial position date. The provision is computed
separately for each insurance contract. In addition, a provision is made for the concentration of risk
within the insurance portfolio. This provision explicitly considers the concentration of both political
and commercial risk and is determined through reference to a notionally well diversified benchmark
portfolio.
1.4.4 Claims incurred
Claims incurred represents:
•
Claims paid (net of applicable recoveries) during the year including related expenses,
•
Changes in provisions for claims reported but not settled at the financial year end,
•
Changes in provisions for claims incurred prior to the financial year end but not yet reported.
A provision is made for the estimated cost of claims incurred but not settled at the financial year
end less anticipated recoveries. Provision is also made for the expected cost, net of anticipated
recoveries, of claims incurred at the financial year end but not reported until after that date.
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Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

Claims outstanding are assessed on an individual contract basis, making allowance for the effect of
internal and external events, such as changes in claims handling procedures, inflation, judicial trends,
legislative changes and past experience and trends. Outstanding claims are not discounted.
While the directors consider that the gross provisions for claims are fairly stated on the basis of
the information currently available to them, the ultimate liability will vary as a result of subsequent
information and events which may result in significant adjustments to the amounts provided.
Claims and loss adjustment expenses are charged to the statement of comprehensive income as
incurred based on the estimated liability for compensation owed to contract holders or third parties
damaged by the contract holders. They include direct and indirect claims settlement costs and
arise from events that have occurred up to the end of the reporting period even if they have not yet
been reported to the company. Refer to note 2 for additional information on the methodology of
computing this amount.
Adjustments to the amounts of claims provision established in prior years are reflected in the
financial statements for the period in which the adjustments are made, and disclosed separately if
material.
The methods used, and the estimates made, are reviewed annually by management and
independent consultants.
1.4.5 Salvages
An asset for salvages receivable is recognised once a recovery is probable. Otherwise salvages are
recognised only when received.
A sovereign contract is a contract in which the borrower is a government i.e. central government,
central bank, municipalities, state owned entity or any government ministry.
Recovery is deemed probable when the following conditions are met for sovereign contracts:
•
There is a signed agreement; and
•
At least two successive payments have been received by the company in terms of the
agreement.
A project finance contract is a contract where repayment of the covered loan is dependent on cash
flows from the financed project structure.
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Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

Recovery is deemed probable when the following conditions have been met for project finance
contracts:
•
•
•
•

There is a signed restructuring agreement; and
The payment on the revised agreement is up to date; and
The operation generated positive cash flows for a continuous period of 12 months; and
Performed at a minimum of 75 percent of the intended capacity.

A corporate finance contract is a contract where repayment of the covered loan amount is the
responsibility of the sponsor on the transaction.
Recovery is deemed probable when the following conditions have been met for a corporate finance
contract:
•
There is a signed restructuring agreement; and
•
The payment on the revised agreement is up to date; and
•
The loan covenants on the policy are met.
1.4.6 Liability adequacy test
The net liability recognised for insurance contracts is tested for adequacy by discounting current
estimates of all future contractual cash flows and comparing this amount to the carrying value of the
liability. Where a shortfall is identified, an additional provision is made and the company recognises
the deficiency in the statement of comprehensive income in that year. Liability adequacy tests are
performed at each statement of financial position date.
1.4.7 Capital adequacy requirement
In terms of the Financial Services Board notice 169, the company is required to raise additional
capital to compensate for the different aspects of risk ranging from market risk, credit risk and
liquidity risk on assets covering its insurance liabilities. The notice prescribes the amount which
should be added on the statement of financial position. The transfer to the reserve is treated as an
appropriation in the statement of changes in equity. The reserve can be utilised only with the prior
permission of the Registrar of Short‑term Insurance.
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Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

1.5

Foreign currency translation

Functional and presentation currency
Presentation currency is the currency used for presentation of the financial statements. The US
Dollar is the functional currency and the South African rand is the reporting currency for the
company, the functional currency being the currency of the primary economic environment in
which the company operates. The services offered by the company are predominately priced in US
dollar.
Translation from functional to presentation currency
The company uses the South African rand as its presentation or reporting currency. The South
African rand is the presentation currency of its shareholder. The annual financial statements are
translated from the functional currency to the presentation currency using the average rate for
statement of comprehensive income items and the closing rate for the statement of financial
position items, comprising both monetary and non‑monetary items.
Monetary items are units of currency held, assets and liabilities to be received or paid in a fixed or
determinable number of units of currency. Non‑monetary items are all other assets and liabilities
other than monetary items.
Non‑monetary items are initially translated at the historic rate of conversion when they were
acquired or the spot rate applicable at the date of conversion of the functional currency.
The exchange differences arising from translating income and expenses at the exchange rates
applicable at the date of transaction and the closing rate, and the assets and liabilities translated at
the closing rate different to the opening rate or the spot rate at the date of initial recognition, shall be
recognised in equity as a foreign currency translation reserve.
Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into functional currency using the spot rate at the dates
of the transactions. Foreign currency gains and losses resulting from settlement of such transactions
and from translation at year end and exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated
in foreign currency are recognised in profit and loss.
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1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

1.6 Equipment
Computer equipment, furniture and fittings and office equipment are stated at historical cost less
depreciation. Historic cost includes all expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of
an asset and to bringing it to a working condition for its intended use, including input duties and
non‑refundable purchase taxes but excluding trade discounts and rebates. Depreciation is calculated
to write off the cost of the assets to residual value on a straight‑line basis over their expected useful
lives.
Equipment is depreciated over the following periods:
Computer equipment
3 years
Furniture and fittings
6 years
Office equipment
6 years
Vehicles				
5 years
The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed at each statement of financial position date
and adjusted if appropriate.
Intangible assets
Intangible assets are stated at historical cost less amortisation. Historic cost includes all expenditure
that is directly attributable to the acquisition of an asset and to bringing it to a working condition
for its intended use, including input duties and non‑refundable purchase taxes but excluding trade
discounts and rebates. Amortisation is calculated to write off the cost of the assets to residual value
on a straight‑line basis over their expected useful lives.
Intangible assets are amortised over the following periods:
Computer software
		
3 years
The assets residual values and useful lives are reviewed at each statement of financial position date
and adjusted if appropriate.
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1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

1.7

Financial assets and liabilities

The company classifies its financial assets into the following categories: financial assets designated at
fair value through profit and loss and trade and other receivables.
Financial assets designated at fair value through profit and loss
These assets are managed and their performance is evaluated on a fair value basis. Information about
the financial assets is provided internally on a fair value basis. The company’s investment strategy is
to invest in fixed or variable rate instruments such as bonds and equity, and to evaluate them with
reference to their fair value. Assets included in this portfolio are designated on initial recognition.
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables are non‑derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
that are not quoted in an active market other than those that the company intends to sell in the short
term or that it has designated at fair value through profit and loss.
Financial liabilities represent trade and other payables.
1.7.1 Initial measurement
Financial instruments are initially recognised at fair value, plus, for financial instruments not at fair
value through profit and loss, any directly attributable transaction costs.
Purchases and disposals of financial assets are recognised on trade date the date on which the
company commits to purchase or sell the asset. Transaction costs are recognised in the statement of
comprehensive income.
1.7.2 Subsequent measurement
Financial assets designated at fair value through profit or loss are subsequently carried at fair value.
The fair value of listed financial assets is calculated using stock exchange quoted bid prices at close
of business on the statement of financial position date.
Realised and unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in fair value of financial assets during a
reporting period are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income for that period.
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1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

Unlisted financial assets are shown at fair value, which is calculated by reference to expected future
cash flows, discounted by applicable risk adjusted discount rates for similar instruments. If the
fair value cannot be determined for unlisted investment, it is stated at cost less impairment. Debt
securities are measured at fair value based on the market rate of an equivalent non‑convertible bond.
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less
provision for impairment.
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1.
Accounting Policies (continued)
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. For
purposes of cash flows cash and cash equivalents comprise of cash on hand and short term liquid
financial assets
Trade and other payables
Trade and other payables are recognised when the company has a present obligation arising from
past events the settlement of which is expected to result in an outflow of economic benefits.
Trade and other payables are stated at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
1.7.3 Gains and losses on subsequent measurement
Gains and losses arising from a change in fair value of financial instruments are included in net profit
or loss in the period in which the change arises as part of net investment income.
1.7.4 Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised when the company loses control over the contractual rights that
comprise the asset and consequently transfers the substantive risks and benefits associated with
the asset. This occurs when the rights are realised, expire or are surrendered. A financial liability is
derecognised when it is legally extinguished.
1.7.5 Offset
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement
of financial position when the company has a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised
amounts, and intends to either settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability
simultaneously.
1.7.6 Impairment
Financial assets
Financial assets other than those carried at fair value through profit and loss, are assessed for
indicators of impairment at each statement of financial position date. If any such indicators exist
the carrying value is reduced to the estimated recoverable amount by means of a charge to the
statement of comprehensive income. Financial assets are impaired when there is objective evidence
that, as a result of one or more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the financial asset,
the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset have been impacted.
For other financial assets such as trade receivables, the company considers notified disputes and
collection experience to determine which receivables are impaired.
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be
related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised such as improved
credit rating, the previously recognised impairment loss is reversed if it does not exceed what the
amortised cost would have been had the impairment not been recognised. The amount of the
reversal is recognised through the statement of comprehensive income.
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1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

Non‑financial assets
The carrying amount of the company’s non‑financial assets, other than deferred tax assets, is
reviewed at each reporting date to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If such
indication exists then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset or its cash generating unit
exceeds its recoverable amount. A cash generating unit is the smallest identifiable asset group
that generates cash flows that are largely independent from other assets. Impairment losses are
recognised in profit and loss.
The recoverable amount of an asset or cash generating unit is the greater of its value in use and its
fair value less cost to sell. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to
their present value using a pre tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time
value of money and risks specific to the asset.
Impairment losses recognised in prior periods are assessed at each reporting date for indications that
the loss has decreased or no longer exists. An impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change
in the estimates used to determine the recoverable amount. An impairment loss is reversed only to
the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have
been determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised.
The amount of the reversal is recognised through the statement of comprehensive income.

1.8 Provisions
A provision is recognised in the statement of financial position when the company has a present
legal or constructive obligation of uncertain timing as a result of a past event, and it is probable that
an outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate of
the amount of the obligation can be made.
A provision is measured as the present value of management’s best estimate of the expenditure
required to settle the obligation at the reporting date.

1.9 Share capital
Shares are classified as equity when there is no obligation to transfer cash or other assets. All issued
ordinary shares and share premium are classified as equity.
Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of equity instruments are shown in equity as a
deduction from proceeds.
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1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

1.10 Taxation
Tax expenses
Taxation on the profit and loss for the year comprises current and deferred tax. Income tax is
recognised in profit and loss except to the extent that it relates to items recognised directly in equity
in which case the related taxation is also recognised in equity.

Current tax assets and liabilities
Current tax is calculated on the basis of the expected taxable income for the year, using the tax rates
enacted at the statement of financial position date, and any adjustment of tax payable for previous
years.Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid, recognised as a liability. If
the amount already paid in respect of current and prior periods exceeds the amount due for those
periods, the excess is recognised as an asset.
Current tax liabilities (assets) for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount expected
to be paid to (recovered from) the tax authorities, using the tax rates that have been enacted or
substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities
Deferred tax is provided in full, using the statement of financial position liability method, providing
for temporary differences. Temporary differences are differences between the carrying amounts of
assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes.
The amount of deferred tax provided is based on the expected manner of realisation or settlement
of the carrying amount of the assets and liabilities using tax rates enacted or substantially enacted at
the statement of financial position date. Deferred tax is charged to the statement of comprehensive
income except to the extent that it relates to a transaction that is recognised directly in equity.
A deferred tax asset is recognised to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be
available against which the associated unused tax losses and deductible temporary differences can
be utilised.

1.11 Operating leases
Leases where the lessor retains the risks and rewards of ownership of the underlying asset are
classified as operating leases. Payments made under operating leases are taken to the statement of
comprehensive income on a straight line basis over the period of the lease.
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1.

Accounting Policies (continued)

1.12 Investment income
Dividends are recognised when the right to receive payment is established, meaning on the last day
for registration in respect of listed securities and when declared in respect of unlisted securities.
Dividend and interest accrued from financial assets designated at fair value through profit or loss are
recognised in the statement of comprehensive income as part of investment income.
Interest on financial assets is accounted for on the accrual basis using the effective interest method.
Realised gains and losses, and unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in fair value of
financial assets during a reporting period, are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income
for that period.

1.13
Employee benefits
Pension obligation
The company uses a defined contribution pension plan. Under a defined contribution pension
plan the company pays a fixed contribution into a separate entity. The company has no legal or
constructive obligation to pay further contributions if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to pay
all employee benefits relating to employee services in the current and prior periods.
Leave pay
Employee entitlements to annual leave and long‑service leave are recognised when they accrue to
employees. Provision is made for the estimated liability of this leave as a result of services rendered
by employees up to the statement of financial position date.
Performance bonus											
The performance bonus is based on performance ratings and other factors including economic
conditions, risk exposure and the performance of the ECIC (and its consequent ability to make
bonus payments without infringing the requirement of prudent good governance).
Employee entitlements to bonuses are recognised when they accrue to employees. Provision is
made for the estimated liability of this bonus as a result of past performance by the employees up to
the statement of financial position date.
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2. Critical accounting estimates and judgments
Critical estimates and judgments in applying the accounting policies are described below:
Insurance contract liabilities
The company’s estimates for reported and unreported losses are continually reviewed and updated,
and adjustments resulting from this review are reflected in income. The process relies on the basic
assumption that past experience, adjusted for the effect of current developments and likely trends, is
an appropriate basis for predicting future events.
The underlying risks are highly variable due to unpredictable political and commercial factors and the
heterogeneity of risks by country, size, term and sector.
In addition, although claim amounts are high, the number of contracts issued is low. Therefore
standard statistical techniques, such as the chain ladder method, are inappropriate and estimates are
made on a contract by contract basis.
The company’s process for determining significant reserving assumptions is outlined in note 13.4.
Salvages
Management considers the amount of salvages at each statement of financial position date. Each
potential salvage is assessed individually and where the recognition criteria are met, an appropriate
amount is recognised after careful consideration.
Unearned Premium Provision (UPP)
The UPP refers to the amount of premium booked that remains unearned at the reserving date. It is
therefore intended to cover against future claims incurred and is dependent on the policy’s earning
pattern. To the extent that premiums are insufficient to cover the future claims risk, the UPP might
therefore also be insufficient. In this case an additional reserve must be established in the form of
the Unexpired Risk Provision (URP) to cover the shortfall in UPP resulting from premium/pricing
deficiency.
The basic UPP calculation is calculated on a policy‑by‑policy level according to the risk profile of
each policy.
While the risk of concentration manifests at a portfolio level, premium reserves would be the first
port of call in mitigating such risk. If the premiums are insufficient to cover the total claims risk (i.e.
including the risk stemming from concentration) the reserve shortfall should then be addressed
through the URP.
The UPP for credit insurance is earned through the determination of earning curves for the credit
insurance contracts such that these curves reflect the risk profile of the contracts in place at the
reporting period.
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2. Critical accounting estimates and judgments (continued)
The UPP for the investment guarantee policies is determined by applying the standard 365th’s
method, assuming the risk profile is uniform over the term of the contract.
Therefore, the extent to which the Concentration Risk Reserve (CRR) can form part of the UPP
depends on the overall sufficiency of premiums. Furthermore the company cannot defer more
premiums than it has actually written.
Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) claims provision
The ECIC holds an IBNR for contracts where management, on the basis of information gathered
during the monitoring process, believes that there is a probability of a claim occurring and being
reported.
Indicators that a claim will arise are often triggered by events such as:
•
The occurrence or a high probability that a non‑payment of a scheduled instalment under the
insured contract (protracted default) would occur,
•
The occurrence or high probability that a political cause of loss (e.g, war, change in law 		
sabotage, transfer restriction, inconvertibility) will occur,
•
The occurrence or a high probability that commercial causes of loss (e.g. insolvency or an act
of insolvency) will occur. A rating scale is applied in assigning the probability of loss.
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3.

Terms and conditions of the insurance contracts

The terms and conditions of insurance contracts that have a material effect on the amount, timing
and uncertainty of future cash flows arising from insurance contracts are set out below:
3. 1 Nature of risk covered
The principle objective of the company is to facilitate and encourage South African export trade by
underwriting bank loans and financial assets outside the country, in order to enable foreign buyers to
purchase capital goods and services from South Africa.
The company thus enters into contracts of insurance with, or for the benefit of, persons carrying
out business in South Africa in the course of trade with countries outside South Africa, primarily for
medium to long‑term export credit and investment insurance.
Cover is provided on capital contracts for political risks, and where unavailable in the private sector,
commercial risk. Two main types of policies are available:
• a contractor’s policy, which protects the contractor against buyer default during the
development phase, and
• a financier’s policy, which protects the lender against buyer default during the loan
repayment phase.
The majority of the company’s exposure is to financier policies.
In addition to the policies described above, the company also provides investment guarantees to
cover political risk on South African offshore financial assets. The insured amount equals the capital
investment less dividends to date.
Furthermore, political risk cover is provided to financiers who finance non‑shareholders loans to
foreign entities.
Underwriting is complex and requires specialised staff. The same applies to claims assessors, where
staff are not only required to process complex claims, but are also involved in recovering losses from
collateral securities and litigation.
The nature of claims and the longer tail nature of business make the calculation of provisions a
critical element in the company’s financial reporting process.
The return to shareholders under this business arises from the total premiums charged to
policyholders less the amounts paid to cover claims (net of recoveries) and the expenses incurred by
the company. There is scope for the company to earn investment income owing to the time delay
between the receipt of premiums and the payment.
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3.

Terms and conditions of the insurance contracts (continued)

The event giving rise to a claim typically occurs with the insolvency, liquidation and protracted
default of a buyer or a political event in a foreign country that gives rise to default payment. Claims
are notified to the company in terms of specific policy conditions.
Risk factors include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Country,
Industry,
Private company, government or parastatal,
Length of repayment term,
Source of financing the repayment,
Guarantees provided,
Whether initial repayments have already been met.

4. Insurance risk management
The risk under any one insurance contract is the possibility that the insured event occurs and the
uncertainty of the amount of the resulting claim. By the very nature of an insurance contract, this risk
is random and therefore unpredictable.
For a portfolio of insurance contracts where the theory of probability is applied to pricing and
provisioning, the principal risk that the company faces under its insurance contracts is that the actual
claims and benefit payments exceed the carrying amount of the insurance liabilities. This could
occur because the frequency or severity of claims and benefits are greater than estimated. Insurance
events are random and the actual number and amount of claims and benefits will vary from year to
year from the estimate established using statistical techniques.
Experience shows that the larger the portfolio of similar insurance contracts, the smaller the relative
variability about the expected outcome will be. In addition, a more diversified portfolio is less likely to
be affected across the board by a change in any subset of the portfolio. The company has developed
its insurance underwriting strategy to diversify the spread of insurance risk accepted to reduce the
variability of the expected outcomes.
The company manages its insurance risk through underwriting processes, approval procedures for
transactions, pricing guidelines and monitoring of emerging issues including claims development. An
explicit provision is held for the concentration of political and commercial risk in the ECIC portfolio.
Underwriting risk is the risk that the company does not charge premiums appropriate for the
different credit risks it insures. This risk is managed primarily through sensible pricing, product design,
risk selection, and an appropriate investment strategy. The company therefore monitors and reacts
to changes in the general economic and business environment in which it operates. An additional
liability is recognised for contracts which are onerous.
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4.

Insurance risk management (continued)

When there are indicators that claims might arise, an IBNR is raised for the expected default amount.
The legal unit would assess a claim once it has been lodged, and the board approves the claim
for settlement. The amount settled on a claim is limited to exposure of unpaid amounts as per the
repayment schedule.
Risk relating to salvages is managed by engaging the client and entering into a restructuring
agreement after the claim has been settled; other viable legal options are followed. The legal unit
follows up on the signed agreements to ensure compliance.
4.1 Concentrations of insurance risk
The total country exposure of the insurance and reinsurance portfolios is as follows:
2015

2014

R’000

R’000

Angola

763 155

715 872

Democratic Republic of Congo

386 873

394 792

Ghana

3 651 841

1 555 880

Iran

1 866 906

1 621 081

553 347

1 105 683

Mozambique ‑ excluding Mozal

1 485 798

553 347

Liberia

1 053 247

-

Russia

-

1 107 673

946 439

687 231

Tanzania

2 697 033

2 606 966

Zambia

5 707 905

4 806 476

Zimbabwe

3 438 182

3 190 914

722 255

983 764

23 272 981

19 329 679

Mozambique ‑ Mozal Aluminium Smelter Plant

Sierra Leone

Other countries
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4.

Insurance risk management (continued)

4.2 Claims development
The company takes all reasonable steps to ensure that it has appropriate information regarding its
claims exposures.
However, given the uncertainty in establishing claims provisions, it is likely that the final outcome will
prove to be different from the original liability established. The claim liability comprises a provision for
claims notified but not yet paid, and a provision for claims incurred but not reported.
In terms of IFRS 4, an insurer need only disclose claims run‑off information where uncertainty exists
about the amount and timing of claims payments not resolved within one year. The cost of claims
reported and not yet paid is determined according to the repayment schedules of each contract.
These repayment schedules are predefined and unlikely to vary. Detailed claims run‑off information
is therefore not presented.
For the sensitivity analysis and change in assumptions on the insurance liabilities refer to note 13.4

5.

Financial risk management

The company is exposed to a range of financial risks through its financial assets, financial liabilities
and insurance liabilities. In particular, the key financial risk is that in the long term its investment
proceeds are not sufficient to fund the obligations arising from its insurance and investment
contracts.
The company’s risk management objective is to ensure that risk is managed prudently. The company
has established a risk management charter. Appropriate risk limits have been set and approved by the
board of directors.
The Audit and Risk Committee is responsible for monitoring adherence to established procedures
and policies. It is assisted by the internal audit function, which undertakes planned reviews of internal
controls which are intended to limit risk.
Transactions in financial instruments result in the company assuming financial risks. These include
market risk, liquidity risk and credit risk. Each of these financial risks is described below, together with
ways in which the company manages these risks.
The categories and classes of assets and liabilities have been disclosed in note 17.
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

5.1 Market risk
Market risk can be described as the risk of a change in the fair value of a financial instrument brought
about by changes in interest rates, equity prices and foreign exchange rates. The objective of market
risk management is to manage market risk exposures within acceptable parameters.
The company would be exposed to market risk in instances where the proceeds from its financial
assets are not sufficient to fund insurance obligations.
The board has established the Finance and Investment Committee to ensure that market risk is
contained. The investment policy is in place which determines the parameters for different classes of
assets and also matches the duration of the underlying liabilities to the financial assets. The Finance
and Investment Committee monitors adherence to defined parameters. Financial assets and liabilities
that are used to support the Coorporattion’s capital are exposed to relevant elements of market risk.
The fair values of financial assets and liabilities with the carrying amounts in the statement of financial
position are as follows:
2015
R’000
Carrying
amount

2014
R’000

Fair value

Carrying
amount

Fair value

2 582 549

2 582 549

4 993 015

4 993 015

711 125

711 125

632 983

632 983

16 012

16 012

-

-

534 532

534 532

3 092 236

3 092 236

1 320 880

1 320 880

1 267 796

1 267 796

Trade and other receivables

1 554 050

1 554 050

428 722

428 722

Cash and cash equivalents

3 817 639

3 817 639

122 950

122 950

(31 840)

(31 840)

(20 497)

(20 497)

7 922 398

7 922 398

5 524 190

5 524 190

Financial assets designated at fair
value through profit and loss
Listed equities
Listed preference shares
Money market
Listed bonds

Trade and other payables

5.1.1 Currency risk
Currency risk is the risk arising from fair value and /or changes in future cash flows of financial
instruments fluctuating from their expected values as a result of changes in exchange rates. This
arises from mismatch between the currencies of assets and liabilities of the company.
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

The company is exposed to currency risk for transactions that are denominated in a currency other
than the company’s functional currency of US Dollar. This is due to the company’s revenues being
denominated in US dollar following the 2003 Interest Make‑Up (IMU) dispensation allowing the
company to provide insurance cover in US dollars. To minimise the impact of currency risk, the
company matches the currency of liabilities with the currency of assets.
The company is exposed to fluctuation in the balances or transactions that are denominated in
rand. This is due to the company’s functional currency being the US dollar, though its operations are
domiciled in South Africa.
The company’s exposure to rand foreign currency risk at the reporting date was as follows:

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

39 662

69 190

2 582 548

2 553 300

23 093

37 613

1 020

-

Insurance contract liabilities

(53 181)

(60 029)

Other liabilities

(31 111)

(19 863)

2 562 031

2 580 211

Cash and cash equivalents
Financial assets through profit and loss
Trade and other receivables
Tax receivable

The following exchange rates were applied:
US dollar to SA rand exchange rates:
Closing rate

12,2020

10,5953

Average rate

11,0653

10,1271

A 10 percent increase or decrease in the rand against the US dollar at the reporting date would have
increased or decreased equity and profit or loss by amounts reflected below. The analysis assumes
all other variables stay the same.

Profit/(loss)
10% increase

118

Equity

10% decrease

10% increase

10% decrease

2015 R’000

(585 479)

715 042

(276 899)

276 899

2014 R’000

(473 964)

578 948

(171 529)

171 529
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

5.1.2 Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk arising from fair value and/or future cash flows of a financial instrument
fluctuating from their expected values as a result of changes in market interest rates.
The company has exposure to fixed‑rate financial assets whose value is impacted by changes
in interest rates. The company’s insurance liabilities are also impacted by changes in the interest
rates because it provides insurance cover for loan agreements whose values are also impacted by
changes in interest rates. The Finance and Investment Committee continuously monitor this risk and
advises the board where a change in investment strategy is warranted. The company’s fixed interest
rate portfolio is managed by external fund managers who are continuously monitored.
The sensitivity analysis for interest rates illustrates how changes in the interest rates will impact on
the fair values of assets and liabilities.
A change of 100 basis points in the interest rate at the reporting date would have increased or
(decreased)equity and profit or loss by amounts reflected below, the analysis assumes that all other
variables remained the same.

Profit/(loss)
100 BP
Increase

Equity

100 BP
Decrease

100 BP
Increase

100 BP
Decrease

2015 R’000

(874 774)

80 583

(874 774)

80 583

2014 R’000

(54 661)

54 659

(54 661)

54 659

5.1.3 Market (or equity) price risk
Market price risk is the risk that actual fair values of equities may fluctuate from expected values as a
result of changes in market prices. The company’s exposure to equities is capped and defined in the
investment policy. The company’s exposure to equities is set at a maximum level when compared to
other fixed interest rate financial assets. The Finance and Investment Committee actively monitors
the equity investment portfolio to ensure that there is no breach of the set parameters. The
Committee contracts the services of a fund manager to manage the equity investment portfolio.
Financial liabilities are not impacted by changes in the market or equity price.
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

The table below reflects the company exposure to equity risk.

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

151 490

90 820

90 078

72 173

152 394

130 261

5 752

5 376

231 431

195 654

Health

21 901

17 177

Consumer services

40 937

32 091

Technology

5 932

5 113

Oil and gas

-

84 318

11 210

-

711 125

632 983

Basic resources
Industrials
Consumer goods
Telecommunications
Financials

Commodity‑linked

The above equities are listed with the JSE Limited. A 5 percent increase or decrease in equities at the
reporting date would increase or decrease equity and profit or loss by amounts as reflected below.

Profit/(loss)
5% increase

120

Equity

5% decrease

5% increase

5% decrease

2015 R’000

34 996

(34 996)

34 996

(34 996)

2014 R’000

31 649

(31 649)

31 649

(31 649)
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

5.2 Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the company will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall
due. The company is exposed to daily cash requirements to meet operational expenses as well as
claims as they fall due.
The company has established an operational cash task team which meets on a weekly basis to
review weekly and rolling monthly cash forecasts. The task team is mandated to ensure that funds
which are intended to meet operational expenses are made available to meet operational expenses.
The company’s investment strategy is set on the principles of matching the term of financial liabilities
and assets. The finance and investment task team monitors adherence to liquidity requirements.
The maturity profile of all financial assets and liabilities is reflected below:
5.3 Credit risk
2015
R’000

Within 1 year

Within 1 and 5
years

Greater than 5
years

Total

Financial assets
Financial assets

950 457

579 669

1 052 423

2 582 549

Trade and other
receivables

247 492

766 371

540 187

1 554 050

Cash and cash
equivalents

3 817 639

-

-

3 817 639

Tax receivable

1 020

-

-

1 020

5 016 608

1 346 040

1 592 610

7 955 258

31 840

-

-

31 840

Financial liabilities
Trade and other
payables
2014
R’000

Within 1 year

Within 1 and 5
years

Greater than 5
years

Total

Financial assets
Financial assets

3 407 826

723 899

861 290

4 993 015

Trade and other
receivables

233 654

185 159

9 909

428 722

Cash and cash
equivalents

122 950

-

-

122 950

3 764 430

909 058

871 199

5 544 687

20 497

-

-

20 497

17 122

-

-

17 122

37 619

-

-

37 619

Financial liabilities
Trade and other
payables
Tax payable
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

5.3 Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss resulting from a counterparty or customer’s failure to meet its
contractual obligations. The company is exposed on the following levels:
•
Amounts due from insurance policyholders,
•
Salvages receivable,
•
Financial assets and cash and cash equivalents.
The company limits the levels of credit risk that it accepts by placing limits on its exposure to a single
counterparty or group of counterparties.
Exposures to third parties are monitored as part of the credit control process which takes into
account among other things sector limits, counterparty limits and country limits. Reputable financial
institutions are used for investing and cash handling purposes. All money market instruments and
cash and cash equivalents are placed with institutions that have long term credit ratings of at least A.
Financial assets placed with fund managers are governed by investment mandates which provide
for counterparty limits, counterparty type, concentration limits and investment grade. The carrying
amount of assets included on the statement of financial position represents the maximum credit
exposure.
Accounts receivable
The company insurance debtors are limited to parties with a valid insurance policy. These are
followed up on a regular basis. Another component of accounts receivable relates to assessment
fees which are only charged to policies which have been assessed to avoid high volumes of bad
debts. Impairment allowance is raised only after an assessment of each individual balance.
Financial assets and cash and cash equivalents
Where possible the Company has defined minimum acceptable counterparty credit ratings on
financial assets being managed by fund managers. The Finance and Investment Committee also
fulfils an oversight role in ensuring adherence to defined credit ratings.
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

5.3.1 Credit rating
The following table provides information on the credit quality of the company’s credit quality of the
financial and insurance assets.
2015
R’000

AAA‑
A+

Financial assets
designated at fair
value through profit
and loss

Trade and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents

Total

57 425

-

-

-

-

-

-

251 328

57 425

2 291 707

5 353 778

AAA‑
A+

Financial assets
designated at fair
value through profit
and loss

Not
Rated

251 328

3 817 639

2014
R’000

BBB and
lower

1 536 139

Trade and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents

A‑
BBB+

4 170 272

A‑
BBB+

BBB and
lower

737 657

2 582 549

1 554 050

1 554 050

Not
Rated

3 817 639

7 954 238

Total

10 093

-

812 652

4 993 017

-

-

428 722

428 722

-

-

-

122 950

10 093

-

1 241 374

5 544 689

122 950

4 293 222

The credit rating applied above is the national equivalent of Fitch and Moody’s international rating
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

5.3.2 Financial and insurance assets are neither past due nor impaired
The analysis for financial instruments that are neither past due nor impaired and/or individually
impaired at the reporting date was as follows:
2015
R’000

Trade and other
receivables

Neither
past due
nor
impaired

Past due
but not
impaired

Individually
impaired

Provision
for doubtful
debt

Net
carrying
amount

1 546 127

7 917

11

(5)

1 554 050

408 751

19 965

11

(5)

428 722

2014
R’000
Trade and other
receivables

5.3.3 Age analysis of trade and other receivables and premium debtors that are past due but not
impaired

2015
R’000

<30 days

Trade and other
receivables

31‑ 90

91‑120

Greater than
120

Total

4 565

-

-

3 352

7 917

-

1 804

-

18 161

19 965

2014
R’000
Trade and other
receivables
5.4 Financial risk management
The company recognises equity and reserves as capital. For internal management purposes the
company refers to the international basis of solvency (being the ratio of net assets to net premiums).
In addition to the international basis, management uses the statutory solvency requirements as
prescribed by the Financial Services Board (FS’). Refer to solvency ratio in note 32.
The company submits quarterly and annual returns to the FSB in terms of the Short‑term Insurance
Act, 1998. The company is required to maintain, at all times, a statutory surplus asset ratio as defined
in the act. The returns submitted by the company to the regulator showed that the company met
the minimum capital requirements throughout the year.
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5.

Financial risk management (continued)

The company defines its capital as share capital, statutory reserves and retained earnings. The
company is required to raise additional capital to compensate for the different aspects of risk ranging
from market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk on assets covering its insurance liabilities. The transfer to
the reserve is treated as an appropriation in the statement of changes in equity. The reserve can be
utilised only with the prior permission of the Registrar of Short–term Insurance.
Regulatory capital has to be calculated based on SAM interim measures as of 1 January 2016.
Currently, only the changes to the capital computation and technical liabilities have been enacted
into law. The capital adequacy reserve is included in the statement of financial position.
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6. Property plant and equipment
2015
R’000
Cost /
Valuation

Furniture and fittings
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
Computer equipment
Total

2014
R’000

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying
value

Cost /
Valuation

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying
value

6 750

(2 111)

4 639

4 270

(1 190)

3 080

161

(34)

127

140

(2)

138

2 276

(1 064)

1 212

2 071

(916)

1 155

2 662

(1 578)

1 084

1 598

(993)

605

11 849

(4 787)

7 062

8 079

(3 101)

4 978

Reconciliation of property plant and equipment
2015
R’000

Opening
balance

Furniture and fittings
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
Computer equipment
Total

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Translation
effect

Total

3 080

1 624

-

(675)

610

4 639

138

-

-

(29)

18

127

1 155

192

(54)

(236)

155

1 212

605

837

(86)

(407)

135

1 084

4 978

2 653

(140)

(1 347)

918

7 062

Reconciliation of property plant and equipment
2014
R’000

Opening
balance

Furniture and fittings

Additions

213

Motor vehicles
Office equipment
Computer equipment
Total

7.

Disposals

Depreciation

2 926

-

Translation
effect

Total

(204)

145

3 080

-

144

-

(2)

(4)

138

422

827

-

(172)

78

1 155

64

721

(24)

(226)

70

605

699

4 618

(24)

(604)

289

4 978

Intangible assets
2015
R’000
Cost /
Valuation

Computer software,
other

2 243

2014
R’000

Accumulated
amortisation
-

Carrying
value

Cost /
Valuation

2 243

Accumulated
amortisation
-

Carrying
value

-

-

Reconciliation of intangible assets
2015
R’000
Opening
balance
Computer software,
other

1 26

Additions
-

2 156

Translation
effect
87

Total
2 243
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8. Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
8.1 At fair value through profit or loss ‑ designated

Listed equities
Bonds
Money market
Preference shares

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

711 125

632 983

1 320 880

1 267 796

534 532

3 092 238

16 012

-

2 582 549

4 993 017
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8.

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss (continued)

8.2 Maturity profile of financial assets
2015
R’000
Bonds

Within 1 year

1 and 5 years

More than 5 years

Total

80 697

187 760

1 052 423

1 320 880

Money market

142 623

391 909

-

534 532

Listed equities

711 125

-

-

711 125

Preference shares
2014
R’000
Bonds

16 012

-

-

16 012

950 457

579 669

1 052 423

2 582 549

Within 1 year

1 and 5 years

More than 5 years

Total

24 893

381 613

861 290

1 267 796

Money market

2 749 950

342 288

-

3 092 238

Listed equities

632 983

-

-

632 983

3 407 826

723 901

861 290

4 993 017

8.3 Fair value hierarchy of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
2015

2014

R’000

R’000

711 125

632 983

1 298 794

410 403

16 012

-

2 025 931

1 043 386

22 086

857 393

534 532

3 085 482

556 618

3 942 875

-

6 756

2 582 549

4 993 017

Level 1
Listed equities
Bonds
Listed preference shares
Level 2
Bonds
Money market
Level 3
Money market
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8.

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss (continued)

Included in the level 1 category are financial assets that are measured in whole or in part by
reference to published quotes in an active market. A financial instrument is regarded as quoted in
active market if quoted prices are readily available from an exchange, dealer, broker, industry group,
pricing service or regulatory agency and those prices represent actual and regularly occurring market
transactions on an arms‑length basis.
Included in the level 2 category are financial assets measured using valuation techniques based
on assumptions supported by prices for an observable current market transaction. However, these
prices are not determined in an active market. Inputs used in the valuation techniques include
quoted market prices, interest rates, observable yield curves and credit spreads.
Included in level 3 are financial assets whose fair value is determined using valuation techniques
based on assumptions neither supported by prices from observable current market transactions in
the same instrument nor based on available market data. The fixed income instruments classified in
this level were valued by discounting future cash flows from the instruments.
Reconciliation of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss measured at level 3
2015
R’000

Opening
balance

Unlisted money market

Interest,
dividends and
management
fees

Sales

Total

6 757

-

(6 757)

-

11 503

784

(5 530)

6 757

2014
R’000
Unlisted money market

8.4 Reconciliation of financial assets through profit and loss
2015
R’000

Financial
assets

Opening
balance

Interest,
dividends and
management
fees

Total gains/
losses in
statement of
comprehensive
income

Purchases

Sales

Total

4 993 016

165 633

86 536

115 190

(2 777 826)

2 582 549

2 180 082

154 376

67 784

2 873 974

(283 200)

4 993 016

2014
R’000
Financial
assets
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9. Trade and other receivables
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Trade receivable due from related parties

4 563

75

Other receivables

3 213

12 633

1 463 367

332 175

82 907

83 839

1 554 050

428 722

3 817 639

122 950

Premium receivables
Salvages receivable

10. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash at bank and on hand

The aggregate interest rate on cash at bank and on hand at the reporting date was 1.609 percent.
(2014 1.19 percent).
11.

Share capital and premium
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

10 000

10 000

-

-

316 051

316 051

Authorised
10 000 000 ordinary shares of R1 each

Issued
100 ordinary shares at R 1 each
Share premium (100 ordinary shares issued at a premium of R3 160
504 each )

The unissued shares are under the control of the directors until the forthcoming annual general
meeting.

12. Capital adequacy requirement
2015
R’000
Balance at the beginning of the year
Transfer to/(from) capital adequacy requirement

2014
R’000

89 818

408 004

912 035

(318 186)

1 001 853

89 818

The company is required to raise additional capital to compensate for the risk of loss arising from
insurance, market, credit, operational and liquidity risk on assets covering its insurance liabilities.
Regulatory capital is based on the Solvency assessment and management interim measures capital
calculation effected as of 1 January 2012. Currently, only the changes to the capital computation and
technical liabilities have been enacted into law. The capital adequacy requirement is included in the
statement of financial position.
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12. Capital adequacy requirement (continued)
The capital adequacy requirement is calculated as the higher of the solvency capital requirement and
the minimum capital requirement.
Premium revenue written from one financial period to the next is subject to significant volatility.
The premium revenue written in the current financial year is 13.7 times more than that written in the
previous financial year, resulting in a significant decrease in the insurance risk capital charge.

13. Insurance contract liabilities
13.1 Provision for unearned premiums
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Balance at beginning of year

1 070 956

1 106 973

Amount transferred from/(to) the statement of comprehensive
income

1 396 118

(175 199)

Premium addition/(refund)

5 854

(7 355)

Foreign exchange gain

-

(5 478)

306 417

152 015

2 779 345

1 070 956

Foreign currency translation gain
Balance at end of year

Maturity profile
R’000

Within 1 year

1 to 5 years

More than 5 years

Total

2015

279 759

954 841

1 544 745

2 779 345

2014

271 168

617 461

182 327

1 070 956

13.2 Provision for unexpired risks
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

142 774

88 073

Amount transferred from the statement of comprehensive income

12 233

41 698

Foreign exchange gain

(1 230)

(1 635)

Foreign currency translation gain

22 781

14 638

176 558

142 774

Balance at beginning of year

Balance at end of year

Due to the nature of the gross provision for unexpired risks, no maturity profile is presented.
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13. Insurance contract liabilities (continued)
13.3 Provision for claims reserves
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

517 054

424 660

517 054

424 660

Amount transferred to the statement of comprehensive income

14 111

29 530

Change in estimate

14 111

29 530

14 111

29 530

-

(146)

-

(146)

79 857

63 010

79 857

63 010

611 022

517 054

611 022

517 054

Balance at beginning of year
Incurred but not reported claims reserve

Incurred but not reported claims reserve

Foreign exchange gain
Incurred but not reported claims reserve

Foreign currency translation gain
Incurred but not reported claims reserve

Balance at end of the year
Incurred but not reported claims reserve

Maturity profile
R’000

1 32

Within 1
Year

1 to 5
years

More than 5
years

Total

2015

-

579 577

31 445

611 022

2014

-

476 325

40 729

517 054
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13. Insurance contract liabilities (continued)
13.4 Assumptions, change in assumptions and sensitivity

The methods and assumptions that have the greatest effect on the measurement of insurance
contracts provisions are:
•
Claim provisions are not discounted for the time value of money.
•
The cost of claims incurred but not yet reported is individually assessed for each contract.
The probability of default is estimated by experienced underwriters using systematic
processes taking into account updated information on specific country and project risk.
•
The unearned premium provision reflects the risk profile of contracts and is a function of
the amount at risk and the probability of default. The probability of default is assumed to
increase quadratically over the term of the contract in line with increased uncertainty.
•
A concentration risk provision is held; this is calculated by comparing the expected spread
of claims in the ECIC’s portfolio with the expected spread of claims in a well diversified
portfolio.
•
The unexpired risk provision allows for inadequacy in the pricing basis with regard to the
premium set at the inception of the contract. Such inadequacy of the pricing basis would
normally only be discovered subsequent to writing the policy. It is thus appropriate to
allow for a change in reserves as soon as there is general evidence that there has been
inadequate pricing. This would occur if the pricing process is updated or if political or
commercial risk on a contract is changed.
Change in assumptions
The assumptions and methodologies used in the calculation of the technical provisions are reviewed
at the reporting date and the impact of any resulting changes in estimates is reflected in the
statement of comprehensive income as they occur.
Sensitivity analysis
An analysis of sensitivity around various scenarios provides an indication of the adequacy of the
company’s estimates. The company believes that the liability for claims reported in the statement
of financial position is adequate. However, it recognises that the process of estimation is based on
certain variables and assumptions which could differ when claims arise.
The table presented below demonstrates the sensitivity of insurance contract liabilities estimates to
particular movements in assumptions used in the estimation process:

2015
R’000
Reported value

Insurance
Contract Liability

Change %

3 566 925

CRR LGD at 90%

3 534 053

(0,90)

Exchange rate set 10% higher

3 902 436

9,40

Exchange rate set 10% lower

3 199 687

(10,30)

Discount IBNR at 7.5%

3 415 047

(4,30)

Discount IBNR at risk free rate

3 509 228

(1,60)

Discount claims provisions at 7.5%

3 566 925

-

IBNR “Upwards” stress

3 786 147

6,10

IBNR “Downwards” stress

3 447 979

(3,30)
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Insurance
Contract
Liability

2014
R’000
Reported value

Change %

1 730 784

CRR LGD at 90%

1 681 579

(2,80)

Exchange rate set 10% higher

1 885 983

9,00

Exchange rate set 10% lower

1 551 832

(10,30)

Discount IBNR at 7.5%

1 523 597

(12,00)

Discount IBNR at risk free rate

1 577 676

(8,80)

Discount claims provisions at 7.5%

1 730 784

-

IBNR “Upwards” stress

1 738 709

0,50

IBNR “Downwards” stress

1 422 885

(17,80)

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

(38 350)

(42 012)

Provisions

6 901

3 424

Unexpired risk reserve

1 677

558

(46 863)

(46 012)

182

219

14. Deferred tax

Deferred tax liability

Fair value loss on financial assets
Payment received in advance
Other

(247)

(201)

(38 350)

(42 012)

15. Employee benefit liability
2015
R’000

Opening
balance

Other provisions

Additions

Leave taken

Leave paid

Total

2 296

3 720

(2 664)

(143)

3 209

1 310

1 262

(266)

(10)

2 296

2014
R’000
Other provisions

16. Trade and other payables

Sundry creditors and accruals
VAT
Bonus provision
Amount due to related party (refer to note 29)

1 34

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

11 919

9 036

35

1 774

19 820

9 075

66

611

31 840

20 496

1 554 050

2 582 549

10

Cash and cash equivalents

-

-

13.2
13.3
14
15
16

Provision for unexpired risks

Provision for claims reserves

Deferred tax

Employee benefit liability

Trade and other payables

-

-

-

-

-

13.1

-

1 554 050

Provision for unearned premiums

Liabilities

Current tax receivable

-

-

9

Trade and other receivables

-

-

2 582 549

7
8

-

Financial assets at fair value through
profit and loss

Trade
and other
receivables

Intangible assets

-

6

Note(s)

Property, plant and equipment

Assets

2015
R’000

Financial
assets at fair
value through
profit or loss

17. Categories of financial instruments

-

-

-

-

31 840

31 840

-

-

-

-

-

3 818 659

1 020

3 817 639

Financial
assets and
liabilities at
amortised
cost

3 608 484

-

3 209

38 350

611 022

176 558

2 779 345

9 305

-

-

-

-

2 243

7 062

Other
non‑financial
assets and
liabilities

3 640 324

31 840

3 209

38 350

611 022

176 558

2 779 345

7 964 563

1 020

3 817 639

1 554 050

2 582 549

2 243

7 062

Total

314 808

31 840

3 209

-

-

-

279 759

5 016 609

1 020

3 817 639

247 492

950 458

-

-

Current assets
and liabilities

3 325 516

-

-

38 350

611 022

176 558

2 499 586

2 947 954

-

-

1 306 558

1 632 091

2 243

7 062

Non‑current
assets and
liabilities
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135

136

8
9
10

Financial assets at fair value through
profit and loss

Trade and other receivables

Cash and cash equivalents

13.1
13.2
13.3
14
15
16
26

Provision for unearned premiums

Provision for unexpired risks

Provision for claims reserves

Deferred tax

Employee benefit liability

Trade and other payables

Current tax payable

Liabilities

6

Note(s)

Property, plant and equipment

Assets

2014
R’000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

428 722

4 993 017

-

-

428 722

Trade
and other
receivables

-

-

4 993 017

-

Financial
assets at fair
value through
profit or loss

17. Categories of financial instruments (continued)

37 609

17 112

20 497

-

-

-

-

-

122 950

122 950

-

-

-

Financial
assets and
liabilities at
amortised cost

1 775 092

-

-

2 296

42 012

517 054

142 774

1 070 956

4 978

-

-

-

4 978

Other
non‑financial
assets and
liabilities

1 812 701

17 112

20 497

2 296

42 012

517 054

142 774

1 070 956

5 549 667

122 950

428 722

4 993 017

4 978

Total

311 073

17 112

20 497

2 296

-

-

-

271 168

3 764 430

122 950

233 654

3 407 826

-

Current assets
and liabilities

1 501 628

-

-

-

42 012

517 054

142 774

799 788

1 785 237

-

195 068

1 585 191

4 978

Non‑current
assets and
liabilities
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18. Net investment income
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

20 235

17 116

153 447

145 425

79 220

38 968

7 316

28 816

16 884

13 395

256 867

226 634

277 102

243 750

Dividend income
Dividends received

Other investment income
Interest received
Realised gains on disposal of financial assets
Change in fair value of financial assets
Interest received on cash and cash equivalents

19. Loss on exchange differences
The foreign exchange differences arise as a result of revaluing rand monetary net assets from historic
rates to closing rate.
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Effect of translation on cash and cash equivalents

(2 530)

(1 399)

Effect of translation on net assets (excluding insurance contract
liabilities and cash and cash equivalents)

19 938

(21 329)

(372 030)

(346 055)

1 230

7 259

(353 392)

(361 524)

Effect of translation on investments
Unrealised loss from revaluation of insurance contract liabilities
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20. Currency translation differences
The currency translation difference arises because the presentation currency (ZAR) is different to the
functional currency (US$). This difference represents the changes in the foreign exchange movement
between the historic rate and the closing rate on the non‑monetary net assets.

Retained income
Gross unearned premium reserve
Fixed assets
Payments in advance

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

471 028

529 556

(3 987)

(3 218)

1 006

293

142

77

(114 444)

9 042

165 738

(67 573)

519 483

468 177

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Other sundry income

25

164

Interest on insurance premiums paid late

13

-

38

164

Technical reserves movement
Foreign exchange gain/(loss)

21. Other income
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22.

Net operating expenses

Net operating expenses are arrived at after taking into account:
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

External audit fees for the current year

1 005

943

Internal auditors’ remuneration

1 246

916

1 353

604

4 041

1 423

967

830

5 008

2 253

32 367

27 223

2 023

7 338

19 820

9 075

54 210

43 636

98

82

Auditors’ remuneration

Depreciation
Property plant and equipment
Directors’ emoluments
Remuneration paid to executive directors
Remuneration paid to non‑executive directors
Employee costs
Salaries
Bonus paid for the prior year
Provision for bonus for current year
Operating leases
Equipment
Property rental

Actuarial services
Consulting services

5 547

3 763

5 645

3 845

474

662

1 087

2 495

2 131

1 081

3 692

4 238

General administrative expenses

15 915

15 706

Total operating expenses (excluding portfolio fees)

88 074

72 141

8 485

8 646

96 559

80 787

Legal services

Investment portfolio management fee
Total operating expenses
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22.

Net operating expenses (continued)

22.1.

Disclosure as required by section 55 of PFMA ‑ Fruitless and wasteful expenditure

Fruitless expenditure amounts to R69 (2014:R31)

23. Interest paid
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Interest on late payment of tax

-

9

Interest on other

-

2

-

11

213 385

182 770

(3 662)

2 283

209 723

185 053

Current year’s charge as a percentage of profit before taxation

75,57%

80,82%

Disallowable expenses

(0,02)%

(0,01)%

0,69%

0,68%

(49,35)%

(54,38)%

1,11%

0,89%

28,00%

28,00%

24. Taxation
Major components of the tax expense
Current
Local income tax ‑ current period
Deferred
Deferred tax ‑ current year
Reconciliation of the tax expense
Reconciliation between applicable tax rate and average effective
tax rate.

Exempt income ‑ dividends
Translation effect
Other

14 0
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25. Cash generated from operations

Profit before taxation

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

277 513

228 972

Adjustments for:
Loss on sale of assets
Interest received
Interest paid
Dividends received
Depreciation

108

16

(172 444)

(158 851)

-

11

(20 235)

(17 116)

1 353

604

-

1

(7 316)

(28 816)

Realised gain on disposal of financial assets

(79 220)

(38 968)

Loss on foreign exchange

353 392

361 524

1 396 118

(175 199)

Other non‑cash items
Fair value gain on financial assets

Provision for unearned premiums
Provision for unexpired risks

12 233

41 698

Provision for outstanding claims

14 111

29 530

(993 586)

188 468

Trade and other payables

10 120

6 291

Movements in provisions

913

986

793 060

439 151

Trade and other receivables

14 1
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26. Taxation paid

Balance at beginning of the year
Current tax for the year recognised in profit or loss
Balance at end of the year

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

(17 112)

(62 115)

(213 385)

(182 770)

(1 020)

17 112

(231 517)

(227 773)

5 299

5 547

15 898

21 197

21 197

26 744

27. Commitments
Operating leases
Minimum lease payments due
‑ within one year
‑ in second to fifth year inclusive

28. Retirement benefits
Defined contribution plan

The company contributes to the Sanlam Umbrella Fund, which is a defined contribution plan
registered in terms of the Pension Funds Act, 1956. Membership is compulsory for all full‑time
employees. As with all defined contribution funds, the liabilities equal the assets at all times and
therefore no actuarial valuation is required.

The total contribution

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

3 616

3 341

29. Related parties
Identity of related parties

The company has a related party relationship with its shareholder, fellow government entities and its
directors and executive officers. The sole shareholder is the government of South Africa through the
Department of Trade and Industry (the dti).

14 2
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29. Related parties (continued)
Transactions with key management personnel

Details of directors’ emoluments are disclosed in the directors’ report. Key management personnel
for purposes of related party information are defined as directors.
Department of Trade and Industry

The dti offers the interest make‑up dispensation in order to allow South African exporters to offer
term finance at internationally competitive interest rates. The IMU dispensation is administered by the
company on behalf of the dti. The movement in the trust account is reconciled as follows.
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Balance at beginning of year

317 928

550 918

Receipts from the dti

110 370

73 293

(321 039)

(328 421)

10 814

22 958

(331)

(820)

117 742

317 928

Payments to financial institutions
Interest
Professional services
Balance at end of year
South African Reserve Bank

Guaranteed rates of foreign exchange are obtained from the South African Reserve Bank (SARB)
and provided to South African contractors to eliminate the impact of currency fluctuations in their
pricing during the delivery phase of projects. Exchange risk premiums are charged by the SARB for
this cover. The company, on behalf of the SARB, administers exchange risk policies. The movement
in the account is reconciled as follows.

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Balance at beginning of year

611

1 470

Premiums (net of commissions)

154

1 089

(698)

(1 948)

67

611

Net cash/receipts
Balance at end of year
Government guarantee

In terms of Export Credit and Foreign Investments Insurance Act 1957, as amended, the Government
of South Africa acts as a guarantor for the liabilities of the company.

14 3
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29. Related parties (continued)
Other related party transactions

The following transactions were entered into with the government of South Africa through its various
departments and entities on commercial terms and conditions:
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Ltd

29 672

21 272

Development Bank of Southern Africa

49 847

42 156

South African Revenue Service (Interest)

-

9

State Information Technology Agency

-

87

268 821

182 770

Statement of comprehensive income effects:
Premium

Net operating expenses

Taxation
South African Revenue Service (Income tax)
Statement of financial position effects:
Financial assets
Bonds ‑ Municipalities

		
		
5 620

5 544

Bonds ‑ Parastatals

140 335

182 687

Bonds ‑ National government

640 024

353 750

Trade and other receivables
Industrial Development Corporation Ltd
Companies and Intellectual Property Commission
Inseta
Total assets

		
		
4 518

73

-

2

45

-

790 542

542 056

564

530

35

1 774

108 136

17 112

108 735

19 416

Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Industrial Development Corporation Ltd
South African Revenue Service (Value added tax)
South African Revenue Service (Income tax)
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30. Directors’ and executives’ emoluments
30.1 Non‑executive

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

MJ Lesejane

212

233

TT Ngcobo

59

236

D Mosaka

-

63

A Mawela

159

176

S O’Mahony

137

42

F Petersen‑Lurie

154

53

V Matsiliza

153

27

93

-

967

830

A Mosai

30.2 Executive remuneration
2015
R’000

Basic
salary

Bonus

Provident
fund

Cellphone
allowance

Total

K Kutoane ‑ Chief Executive Officer
(Director)

2 810

1 200

-

31

4 041

L Mphaphuli ‑ General Counsel

1 209

610

188

22

2 029

M Nkuhlu ‑ Chief Operations Officer

1 970

845

177

24

3 016

S Mudau ‑ Chief Financial Officer

1 126

610

176

24

1 936

L Musupye ‑ Chief Risk Officer

1 344

624

209

24

2 201

8 459

3 889

750

125

13 223

Provident
fund

Cellphone
allowance

Acting
allowance

2014
R’000
K Kutoane ‑ Chief Executive
Officer (Director)(appointed
01 September 2013)

Basic
salary

Bonus

Total

1 400

-

-

23

-

969

572

250

11

-

M Nkuhlu ‑ Chief Operations
Officer

1 519

794

172

12

118

2 615

S Mudau ‑ Chief Financial
Officer

1 054

572

165

10

-

1 801

L Musupye ‑ Chief Risk
Officer

1 005

586

243

11

-

1 845

5 947

2 524

830

67

118

9 486

L Mphaphuli ‑ General
Counsel

1 423
1 802
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31. Contingent asset
The company has a possible salvage relating to the claim settled in the previous year. A portion of
the possible salvage did not meet the recognition criteria as at the reporting date; the total amount
which may be recognised in future is R698 million.

32. Solvency
International solvency margin
The degree to which the available capital can
cover the capital adequecy requirement.

2015

2014

432%

4161%

33. Events after the reporting period
There were no other events that have occurred subsequent to the financial year‑end that materially
affected the annual financial statements of the Corporation.
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34. Underwriting results

Insurance premium revenue

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

1 788 350

130 642

(1 396 118)

175 199

Change in unexpired risks

(12 233)

(41 698)

Net insurance premium earned

379 999

264 143

60 766

167 835

74 877

197 365

(14 111)

(29 530)

14 314

711

(356)

(89)

Operating expenses

(88 074)

(72 141)

Underwriting results

366 649

360 459

Investment income

277 102

243 750

Change in unearned premiums

Claims incurred
Salvages received
Change in claims reserves
Assessment fees
Commission paid

Portfolio management fees
Foreign exchange loss
Other income
Interest expense
Corporate social investment
Profit before taxation
Taxation
Profit for the year

(8 485)

(8 646)

(353 392)

(361 524)

38

164

-

(11)

(4 399)

(5 220)

277 513

228 972

(209 723)

(185 053)

67 790

43 919
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35. Financial results based on South African rand functional currency
The financial statements are prepared based on the US dollar functional currency. Below is the
statement of financial position and statement of comprehensive income on the rand functional
currency basis for information purposes:
35.1 Statement of financial position
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Property, plant and equipment

5 776

4 611

Intangible assets

2 156

-

2 582 549

4 993 017

Trade and other receivables

1 553 748

428 562

Cash and cash equivalents

3 817 638

122 950

1 020

-

7 962 887

5 549 140

316 051

316 051

Capital adequacy requirement

1 001 853

89 818

Retained income

3 020 521

3 480 583

Total equity

4 338 425

3 886 452

Insurance contract liabilities

3 551 061

1 527 049

Provision for unearned premiums

Assets

Other financial assets

Current tax receivable
Total assets
Equity and liabilities
Equity
Share capital and premium

Liabilities
2 763 481

867 221

Provision for unexpired risks

176 558

142 774

Provision for outstanding claims

611 022

517 054

3 209

2 296

31 842

20 498

-

70 833

38 350

42 012

Total liabilities

3 624 462

1 662 688

Total equity and liabilities

7 962 887

5 549 140

Provisions
Trade and other payables
Current tax payable
Deferred tax
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35. Financial results based on South African rand functional currency
35.2 Statement of comprehensive income
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

1 788 350

130 642

(1 525 387)

177 655

Change in unexpired risks

(12 970)

(43 044)

Net insurance premium revenue

249 993

265 253

14 314

711

Insurance premium revenue
Change in unearned premiums

Assessment fees
Net investment income

18

277 102

243 720

Profit and loss on exchange differences

19

282 313

108 443

Other income

21

38

194

823 760

618 321

77 388

167 786

Claims incurred
Salvages received
Change in claims reserves

74 877

197 365

2 511

(29 579)

(356)

(89)

Expenses
Commission paid
Operating expenses

22

(96 559)

(80 787)

Interest expense

23

-

(11)

(4 399)

(5 220)

799 834

700 000

(209 723)

(185 053)

590 111

514 947

Corporate social investment
Profit before taxation
Taxation
Total comprehensive income for the year

24
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